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Honor your 2023 UNC Graduate
in

Keepsake Graduation Guide

Hey Heidi!
You did it!

Congratulations on your big 
day graduating from UNC. 

Now onto new worlds!
You are much loved!

Love, Mom

Heidi 
Perez-Moreno

We are so proud of you! 

Congratulations on 
graduating in the 

Class of 2023! 
Love, Mom and Dad

Congratulations, Maggie!
We are proud of you, 

and we love you!
Go Heels!

Love, Mom, Dad

Maggie 
Wong

Anwar BoutaybaAnwar Boutayba
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Hey Sophia!
You did it!

Congratulations 
on your big day 

graduating 
from UNC. 

Now onto bigger 
playing fields.
We love you!

Mom and Dad
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Sophia Alem
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Sophie,
You have come so far 
and done us proud. 
Congratulations on 

graduating as a 
Class of 2023

 Tar Heel! 
Love, Mom and Dad

Sophie GilliamSophie Gilliam

Hey Heidi!
You did it!

Congratulations on your big 
day graduating from UNC. 

Now onto new worlds!
You are much loved!

Love, Mom

Heidi 
Perez-Moreno
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POLITICAL CONTRIBUTIONS

Trustee donations spark partisan concerns

DTH DATA VISUALIZATION/ LILIA SU, HARI POTHARAJU, ADAM HORNE, ANH NGUYEN, SARAH WOOSTER

DTH GRAPHIC/CARSON ELM-PICARD
Trustee Vinay Patel (left) and BOT Vice Chairperson John Preyer (right) are 
top political donors on the BOT — both have primarily given to
 conservative campaigns and causes.

Members of the UNC Board of 
Trustees have collectively donated 
roughly $717,000 to Republican 
political candidates, campaigns and 
committees, compared to roughly 
$137,000 to unaffiliated ones and 
$106,000 to Democratic ones.

According to  a l l  avai lable 
data from the Federal Election 
C o m m i s s i o n  a n d  t h e  No r t h 
Carolina State Board of Elections, 
this conservative monetary slant 
occurred at all levels of elections 
— including donations affecting 
presidential to local level elections. 

The top donors were Board Vice 
Chairperson John Preyer (about 
$260,000), Trustee Vinay Patel 
(about $248,000) and Trustee Marty 
Kotis (about $213,000).

Contributions from Preyer, Patel 
and Kotis made up roughly 75 
percent of trustee political donations.

Federal and state campaign 
finance laws require the disclosure 
of all contributions. Donations 
below $50 to one candidate during 
an election year can be anonymous.

Perceptions of political donations

UNC’s BOT is made up of 12 
trustees, plus the student body 
president as an ex officio member. 
The Board is  responsible for 
promoting “the sound development 
of its institution.”

Among the Board ’s current 
members, there are six registered 
Republicans, two registered Democrats 
and two unaffiliated trustees. The 
remaining trustees, Malcolm Turner 
and Ramsey White, do not live in 
North Carolina, and recent voter 
registration could not be found.

AFFORDABLE HOUSING

University Gardens residents face continued evictions

DTH/ASHLYN RHYNE

Some residents of University 
Gardens, an affordable housing 
complex in Chapel Hill,  have 
continued to receive eviction notices 
— a process that began drawing 
community attention at the end 
of June 2022 and has continued 
through this year.

A resident, who wished to remain 

anonymous, told The Daily Tar Heel 
in January that they received a 30-day 
notice from Reformation Asset 
Management (RAM) to vacate their unit.

Gaye Benton,  who l ives in 
University Gardens, has not received 
an eviction notice because a different 
organization, EMPOWERment, Inc., 
owns her unit. Still, she said that 
she’s watched her neighbors struggle 
to find housing on short notice.

RAM is a management company 
from Durham whose clients that 
closed escrow on 74 units in 
University Gardens the past year, 
starting wiht 68 units in July.

Residents in the community 
previously received eviction notices on 

June 30 and were expected to vacate 
their apartments by the start of August 
due to a shift to new ownership. 

This summer, the timeline was 
extended to the end of September 
with support from a coalition 
of organizations including the 
Orange County Board of County 
Commissioners, the Town of Chapel 
Hill, the Community Empowerment 
Fund, EMPOWERment, Inc. and 
Community Home Trust.

Later on in the year, the coalition 
worked with RAM to host resource 
fairs for tenants in December 
and January. Several community 

A new management 
company has closed on 
74 units in the past year

By Eliza Benbow
Senior Writer

city@dailytarheel.com

SEE RESIDENTS PAGE 9

Preyer and Kotis are registered 
Republicans. Patel is an unaffiliated 
voter, but about 78 percent of his 
donations went to Republican causes.

After changes to the appointment 
process in 2016, all 12 of the BOT’s 
seats are now appointed, either 
directly or indirectly, by the General 
Assembly. Four trustees are appointed 
by the legislature directly, and eight 
are elected by the UNC Board of 
Governors — which, in turn, is 
appointed entirely by the legislature. 
The North Carolina House of 
Representative and Senate have both 
had a Republican majority since 2010. 

Prior to 2016, the governor had the 
ability to appoint two trustees, but 
after the 2016 election of Democratic 
Gov. Roy Cooper, the legislature 
moved the governor’s appointments 
to the General Assembly. 

Jenna Robinson, president of 

nonprofit the James G. Martin 
Center for Academic Renewal, said 
it’s unsurprising that the majority-
Republican legislature would 
appoint a more conservative Board. 
Before 2016, the Center operated 
under the name John W. Pope Center 
for Higher Education Policy and, 
until 2003, was a project of the John 
Locke Foundation.

“I think that most of what a board 
does isn’t and shouldn’t be political,” 
she said. “If you attend a Board of 
Trustees meeting, most of the time, 
they’re looking at the function of the 
campus — the different programs that 
the campus is doing, and things like 
academic quality, athletics, fundraising, 
tuition, you know — those things aren’t 
and shouldn’t be political.”

But Bob Phillips, director of the 
nonpartisan democracy advocacy 
group Common Cause North 
Carolina, said that substantial 
political contributions can create the 
perception — whether grounded in 
reality or not — that the legislature 
influences the board’s decisions. 

“It’s not their job to rubber stamp 
what the General Assembly wants 
the University of North Carolina 
at Chapel Hill to do,” Phillips said. 
“It’s to make the decisions that are 
based on what the mission of the 
institution is about.” 

Half of the trustees — including 
Preyer, Kotis and Patel as well as 
Gene Davis, Ralph Meekins and  
Chairperson David Boliek — have 
given to the campaigns supporting 
current N.C. House Speaker Tim 
Moore. All of these except Meekins 
and Davis have also donated to 
campaigns supporting N.C. Senate 
President Pro Tempore Phil E. 
Berger; both he and Moore are 
Republicans. Donations to either 
candidate from the Board’s members 
total about $118,000.

Patel, who was appointed to the 
BOT by Moore in 2021, has donated 

Several BOT members 
supported Republican 

leaders’ campaigns
By Hannah Rosenberger 

Senior Writer
university@dailytarheel.com

SEE BOT PAGE 5

University Gardens is an apartment complex located at 800 Pritchard Avenue 
in Chapel Hill, N.C. Some residents have recently received eviction notices.
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City & State editor will 
lead the newsroom in 

the next academic year

DTH/IRA WILDER
Emmy Martin is the current City & State Editor. Martin was chosen to become the 2023-2024 Editor-in-Chief on 
Saturday, March 25. 

Bringing The DTH into a digital, post-pandemic world 
WHO IS EMMY MARTIN? 
Martin will take over as 
editor-in-chief for the 2023-24 
academic year. 

• Martin is a sophomore from 
Wake Forest, N.C., majoring in 
journalism and political science 
with a minor in data science.

• She joined The Daily Tar Heel 
as a first-year, writing on the 
City & State Desk. She quickly 
became a senior writer, pitching 
and writing her own stories for 
the desk as early as October 
2021. Her desk editor at the 
time was current Editor-in-Chief 
Guillermo Molero.

• Martin became the Assistant 
City & State Editor in January 
2023. She worked alongside her 
co-editors to cover breaking news 
and write about the coronavirus 
pandemic and maternal health.

• She served as the 2022 
Summer Managing Editor for 
The Daily Tar Heel, and led the 
newsroom’s coverage of the 
impact of the Dobbs v. Jackson 
decision in North Carolina. 

• Since becoming City & State 
Editor in August 2022, she has 
spearheaded major projects for 
the desk, including playing a key 
role in the production of the DTH’s 
Abortion Issue in October 2022.  

By Ashley Quincin
Staff Writer

city@dailytarheel.com

In the two years since Emmy 
Martin joined The Daily Tar 
Heel, she’s spent more time in the 
newsroom than anywhere else.

When she’s not taking a nap on the 
couch or conducting an interview in 
the newsroom’s supply closet, Martin 
is leading the City & State desk, 
where she’s covered everything from 
nurse burnout during the height of 
the pandemic to protests in Raleigh 
following the U.S. Supreme Court’s 
decision to overturn Roe v. Wade.

On Saturday morning, the Editor 
Selection Committee chose Martin 
to be the DTH’s next editor-in-chief. 
Her platform includes restructuring 
newsroom leadership, focusing on 
multimedia and digital storytelling, 
holding the paper accountable to its 
readers, continuing diversity, equity 
and inclusion efforts and addressing 
editor burnout.

Martin is a current sophomore 
majoring in journalism and political 
science with a minor in data science. 
She began working at the DTH 
during her first semester at UNC 
and was promoted to senior writer 
in just two months. Prior to her 
role as City & State editor, Martin 
worked as an assistant editor for City 
& State in spring 2022 and was the 
DTH’s managing editor during the 
following summer. 

“It was super terrifying to jump 
into editing as a first-year,” she said. 
“But I think it really gave me a taste 
of editing and being a part of the 
newsroom and made me want to 
really jump into the DTH.”

Selection as editor-in-chief

Delores Bailey, executive director 
of EMPOWERment Inc., served on 
the Editor Selection Committee as a 
community representative and said 
she was impressed with Martin’s 

maturity and accountability during 
her interview.

“She’s going to be a junior,” Bailey 
said. “And that’s going to be an 
interesting load for her to be the editor-
in-chief of The Daily Tar Heel. But it felt 
completely like she could handle it.”

Marco Quiroz-Gutierrez, who was 
co-editor-in-chief of the DTH in 2020, 
was a member of Saturday’s selection 
committee. He said he was impressed 
by Martin’s ambition and her ideas for 
streamlining newsroom workflow. 

“As a former co-editor-in-chief, 
I know how important it is to be 
organized,” he said. “And I think that 
she has a knack for that sort of work. 
She’s also beyond a good manager.” 

Martin will begin selecting editors 
for the 2023-2024 academic year 
near the end of April, with her time at 
the helm of the newsroom beginning 

in August. Opinion Editor Caitlyn 
Yaede will serve as summer editor.

Martin said she was grateful for 
the help she received through the 
application process from General 
Manager Courtney Mitchell and 
current Editor-in-Chief Guillermo 
Molero. She also said that though 
the process was rigorous, it was 
extremely rewarding. 

“It doesn’t feel real yet, but I’m 
incredibly excited to start talking 
to people and creating my team for 
next year and working to improve 
the DTH and serve our audience as 
best as we can,” Martin said.

Vision for the newsroom

Martin said her vision for the 
paper is to create a space that is 
both a learning tool and a safe 

environment for staffers, editors 
and readers.

“I want our audience and our 
community to trust us and to look 
at The Daily Tar Heel, the paper 
and online, and be like, ‘This is my 
newspaper, this is my community 
represented,’” she said.

Maddie Policastro, a senior writer 
on the City & State desk, said they 
were nervous coming into the DTH 
last semester from their high school 
newspaper, but Martin has always 
been encouraging, kind and attentive.

“Even though there’s a lot of 
people on our desk, she listens to 
what our interests are, what we 
like to write about, and I think 
that she can apply that to the DTH 
as a whole,” Policastro said. “She’s 
a great listener, but she’s also a 
great communicator.”

With the unique opportunity of 
serving at every level of the newsroom 
from staff to management, Martin 
said that perspective has shown her 
the importance of communication. 

William Goldsmith is a teaching 
assistant professor in UNC’s public 
policy department who taught 
Martin last semester. He said 
Martin’s contributions in class were 
always geared toward fostering more 
dialogue among her classmates.

“She strikes me as someone who 
would approach the role with the 
appropriate level of humility and 
interest in trying to bring out 
the best and bring out consensus 
among the folks that she works 
with,” he said.

Martin’s plans for the newsroom 
include dividing the managing 
editor position into two roles, 
giving online and print production 
the separate attention they both 
need. Among other plans, Martin 
aims to add a lifestyle desk that 
would bridge news reporting and 
opinion writing to focus on arts, 
culture, fashion, travel and more.

“ S h e  d o e s n ’ t  a c c e p t  l e s s 
than what we’re capable of as a 
newsroom. I know she’s going to 
be able to push us to be better 
than we were this year and better 
than we were last year,” Ethan 
Horton, a current assistant editor 
for the City & State desk, said. 
“She has this inherent almost 
need for herself to be great. And 
I think that’s going to propel the 
newsroom to greatness.”

Finding the DTH’s identity 
and emphasizing its place in the 
community is the most important 
thing to Martin. As editor-in-chief, 
she hopes to improve the paper in 
the best interest of the newsroom 
and its audience.

“We have a lot of work to do. But 
I love the people. I love the paper. 
I love our influence, and I love our 
community,” she said. “And I think 
I know I’m ready to put in the work 
that we need to do to make it better.”

Assistant University Editor Ira 
Wilder contributed reporting. 

Twitter: @dailytarheel

Emmy Martin to be 2023-24 editor-in-chief

“It doesn’t feel real yet, but I’m incredibly excited to start talking to people and 
creating my team for next year and working to improve the DTH.” 

Emmy Martin
City & State Editor

Twitter: @emmymrtin

DTH LEADERSHIP

PLATFORM

The Daily Tar Heel has grown 
and adapted over the past 130 years. 

A lot has changed in our paper’s 
history  — a lot  should have 
changed. But one thing is clear: 
our evolution is far from complete. 

Restructuring newsroom leadership

After researching professional 
n e w s r o o m s  a n d  p a s t  D T H 
leadership, I believe it’s time to 
restructure our editors. 

As editor-in-chief, I will divide the 
managing editor position into online 
managing editor and print managing 
editor. One managing editor cannot 
fully focus on both platforms.  

The online managing editor will 
oversee all online production, and 
the print managing editor will lead 
print-related production.

I will also introduce deputy 
managing editors to the DTH, to 
function under the managing editors 
but oversee the work of the desk 
editors. Each deputy managing 
editor will focus on a separate part 
of the DTH: Elevate, enterprise, 
multimedia and sports.

These deputy managing editors 
will increase the support for the 
desk editors, while also allowing 
the editor-in-chief and managing 
editors to focus on directing the 
newsroom overall. 

While I’m adding new positions, 
I have balanced the additions by 
taking away or  restructuring 
previously existing positions.

Focusing on digital and multimedia

Almost every editor-in-chief ’s 
platform in the last decade has 
mentioned multimedia and a digital-
first perspective. 

It’s time we take the necessary steps 
to make the DTH’s digital presence as 
impressive as its print one.

The DTH’s online stories should not 
be a mirror of their print counterpart 
— they should be interactive with 
information boxes, links, embedded 
photos and documents.

The multimedia deputy managing 
editor will lead our efforts of 
expanding to mediums beyond print 
journalism and work with the data, 
photo, design and audio-visual desks.

The DTH’s website is in need of 
a refresh. As editor-in-chief, I will 
create a committee dedicated to 
redesigning the website to be more 
dynamic and user-friendly.

As we improve our digital presence, 
I think it is also important that we 
update and standardize our style. The 
DTH hasn’t updated its stylebook since 
2019. I plan to create an updated DTH 
Stylebook for next year. 

Listening to our audience

T he DTH should  be  held 
accountable to its readers.

As editor-in-chief, I will bring 
back the role of an independent 
public editor, or an ombudsman, 
who will investigate complaints 
and concerns regarding issues of 
accuracy and fairness at the DTH. 

In addition to bringing back the 
role of a public editor, I also plan 
to bring back our arts and culture 
coverage in the lifestyle desk. 

Since the DTH’s arts & culture 
desk was dissolved, there has been a 
gap in our coverage of music, theatre, 
art, community events, fashion and 
food. The lifestyle desk will be able 
to function between “hard” news and 
magazine writing — a space the DTH 
has left empty for too long.

Continuing diversity, equity and 
inclusion efforts

The DTH is a predominately-
white newsroom that has harmed 
its relationships with marginalized 
communities in the past. 

We must continue to be future-
facing in our efforts to improve and 
increase diverse representation in our 
coverage and staff. 

The DTH took the Elevate 
section out of print this year 
because it separated the coverage 
of underrepresented communities 
from the rest of the newspaper. 
Although the section will remain 
online, Elevate is in limbo. 

Promoting  the  posi t ion of 
Elevate editor to Elevate deputy 
managing editor is a first step to 
addressing this. 

I plan to create a committee, which 
the Elevate deputy managing editor 
will oversee, of representatives from 
each desk focused on improving and 
expanding the DTH’s Elevate coverage. 

We must also focus on our 
recruitment efforts. It’s important 
that the DTH increases efforts to hire 
staff members who have various life 
experiences and insights, as well as 
continues to nurture and prioritize our 
relationships with underrepresented 
student groups.

Addressing newsroom culture and 
editor burnout

The COVID-19 pandemic’s impacts 
go beyond those we can see. Rates of 
anxiety and depression have increased 
since the beginning of the pandemic, 
according to a study by the National 
Institute of Health. 

On top of that, the DTH has long 
had a culture of burnout. 

Every DTH editor gets two days off 
every month and each assistant editor 
gets an additional day off each week. 
But often, our “Days Off” spreadsheet 
remains blank.

I will enforce days off each month 
for all editors. If someone is not using 
their days off, I will meet with them to 
address the underlying issue. 

As editor-in-chief, I also plan 
to work with editors to come up 
with a strategy to make their staff 
numbers more manageable while still 
functioning as a paper that teaches 
students how to be journalists. 

I will do everything in my power to 
make my vision for the DTH a reality. 
What’s that cheesy saying? Shoot for 
the moon, and even if you miss, you’ll 
land among the stars. 
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Hawkinson to serve as next GPSG president

DTH/AAYAS JOSHI

DTH/SAMANTHA LEWIS

Lauren Hawkinson, the Graduate and Professional Student Government president-elect, poses in front of the Old 
Well on Sunday, March 26.

Theodore Nollert, the former Graduate and Professional Student Body President, poses outside of South Building 
on Monday, March 27. 

Lauren Hawkinson is not used to 
being in the spotlight. 

Her career as an athletic trainer has 
literally pushed her to the sidelines 
— including the sidelines of the now-

Col laborat ion ,  community 
engagement and graduate student 
stipend increases.

These were the three goals Theodore 
Nollert had when he began his term as 
2022-23 Graduate and Professional 
Student Government president.

As his term draws to a close, the 
fourth-year English and comparative 
literature Ph.D. student said he is 
satisfied with his administration’s 
hopes to see continued growth.

Forging connections

Nollert said he aimed to strengthen 
bonds between all members of the 
campus community during his term. 

As a result, a cornerstone of Nollert’s 
term has been increasing engagement 
on campus. He said even small efforts 
such as providing food at events can 
bring community members together. 

Through his tour of over 30 
departments, event coordination and 
the Graduate and Professional Student 
Appreciation Week, some believe he 
has fulfilled his goal. 

“He was real ly  focused on 
creating more opportunities for 
students from across campus to 
connect with each other,”  Lauren 
Hawkinson, current GPSG director 
of employment affairs and 2023-24 
GPSG president-elect, said. 

dominant UNC women’s lacrosse 
team’s first national championship win 
in 2013, when Hawkinson was working 
with the team as a master’s student in 
exercise and sport science. 

But her recent election to president 
of the Graduate and Professional 
Student Government means that she 
has some adjusting to do. 

“Athletic trainers — we sit at the end 
of the bench, and we do the rehab off 
the field, and we’re there if they need 
us, but the athletes are front and center,” 
Hawkinson said. “So I think it’s going to 

Emily Youree, Nollert’s chief 
of staff and a fourth-year English 
and comparative literature Ph.D. 
student, expressed her pride in the 
administration’s efforts to facilitate 
community connections.

“We’ve done a good job of increasing 
engagement among both graduate 
students and professional students, 
which is a pretty diverse group with 
diverse needs,” she said.

But Nollert said increasing 
community engagement is a two-way 
street, and students also must be willing 
to take the leap and try new things.

Additionally, when students 
prioritize engaging with each other 
and the community at large, student 
government can best serve the interests 
of everybody on campus, Nollert said.

In his opinion, student government 
is the most powerful tool students have 
to advocate for change on campus.

Graduate student stipend increases

Another key aspect of Nollert’s term 
has been his advocacy for graduate 
student stipend increases, which came 
to fruition when the Faculty Council 
passed a resolution supporting pay 
increases for graduate students on Nov. 
4 and the University implemented an 
increase at the start of 2023.

At the beginning of Nollert’s 
term, doctoral students were paid a 
minimum stipend of $17,000. Now, the 
minimum stipend is $20,000.

But Nollert still believes there are 
improvements to be made. His long-
term goal was to equate the minimum 
stipend to the cost of attendance as 
calculated by the University.

take some getting used to being ‘the face.’” 
Hawkinson was initially hesitant 

about running for the president 
position during the final year of her 
Ph.D. program. But as election day was 
approaching and there were no official 
candidates on the ballot, she decided to 
throw in her name as a write-in. 

“I want to make sure I have enough 
time for research and things like that, 
but it’s also something that I really care 
about,” Hawkinson said. 

Despite her insistence that she’s 
spent much of her educational and 

“It was the largest ever one 
time stipend increase, double 
digit percentage, but it’s not a full 
achievement of the goal that I hope we 
will continue to move toward over the 
next years,” he said.

Youree and Hawkinson both 
expressed their excitement at the 
stipend increase, but recognize there is 
still room to grow. 

Hawkinson described her feelings at 
the increase in one word: “relief.”

“I’ve taken on a couple of other jobs 

professional career in the background, 
Hawkinson has never strayed far from 
involvement in government affairs and 
advocacy work. 

She graduated from her UNC 
master’s program in 2014, and spent six 
years training athletes at the University 
of Richmond and the University of 
Wisconsin-Madison before returning 
to UNC in 2020 to pursue her Ph.D. 

During that time, she served on the 
boards of  athletic training associations. 
At UW-Madison, Hawkinson helped 
with successful lobbying efforts to pass 
updates to athletic training certification 
and qualification requirements in the 
state legislature. 

That same drive followed her back 
to Chapel Hill, and after barely leaving 
her apartment during the first year 
of her Ph.D. program because of the 
pandemic, Hawkinson was quick to 
volunteer for the GPSG Senate seats 
for the 2021-2022 academic year. 

This year, she has served as director 
of employment affairs under outgoing 
GPSG President Theodore Nollert.

“(Hawkinson) showed an ability to 
actually change policy, rather than just 
do activism but not produce a result at 
the end of it,” Nollert said. 

She has spent most of her time 
this year working on career support 
for graduate students. Specifically, 
she’s a student advisor for graduate 
programming and has sat on various 
hiring committees and working groups 
for career and life skills development. 

This area is something she plans to 
continue prioritizing during her time 
as president — along with campus 
accessibility, collaboration between 
departments and the continuation of 
work on graduate students’ needs.

throughout my time at Carolina to 
make sure that I can pay my rent and 
buy groceries and things like that,” she 
said. “So knowing even just a little bit 
of a stipend increase was coming really 
took some of that stress away for me.”

Advice and transition

As the time nears to transition power 
to Hawkinson, Nollert said he has one 
piece of advice for the incoming GPSG 
president-elect.

Darin Padua, the chairperson 
of the Exercise and Sport Science 
department and Hawkinson’s 
advisor, said he has always been 
i m p r e s s e d  w i t h  t h e  i m p a c t 
Hawkinson has as an instructor and 
mentor for the master’s students in 
the class she TAs with him.

“She's always been very committed 
to just advancing the voice of students 
in that role, and I think it wasn't a 
surprise to me at all when she decided 
to put her name forward for president 
of GPSG,” Padua said. 

By the end of her tenure as 
GPSG President, Hawkinson will 
be graduating as a double Tar Heel. 
She’s set to finish her Ph.D. in 
human movement science in May 
2024 and become “Doc Hawk” — a 
nod to the sports nickname that’s 
followed her through her career. 

Hawkinson said when she was 
young but sustained perpetual 
injuries, including an ACL tear, 
throughout her athletic career. It 
was her experience with the trainers 
who helped her recover that led her 
to pursue athletic training herself.

But while Hawkinson was holed 
up in recovery, she turned to piano. 
She has a tattoo with the mantra “Be 
the song,” something her uncle always 
told her during recovery as a reminder 
to let go of any other stresses when 
she’s on the bench. 

Now, it reminds her of resilience.
“I advocated for the needs of my 

student-athletes, and I advocated 
for the needs of athletic trainers,” 
Hawkinson said. “And now I get to do 
the same thing for graduate students.”

“Spend as  much  t ime  on 
relationship-building as you possibly 
can. It will pay off,” he said.

Although Nollert will not be serving 
within the GPSG anymore, Hawkinson 
said she’s confident that he is going to 
be an important ally and resource for 
her administration.

And most importantly, she said she 
is excited for what is to come at the 
forefront of her administration. 

Theodore Nollert reflects on presidential term 

The athletic trainer seeks 
to prioritize career and 
life skills development

By Hannah Rosenberger
Senior Writer

university@dailytarheel.com

He aimed to increase 
engagement, raise 

graduate student stipends 
By Adele Morris

Staff Writer
university@dailytarheel.com

Twitter: @hannahgracerose

Twitter: @adelepmorris17
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SBP reflects as term in office ends
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UNC Student Body President Taliajah “Teddy” Vann sits on the steps of South 
Building on Friday, Feb. 24.

Student Body President Taliajah 
“Teddy” Vann doesn’t measure the 
success of her term by how many 
changes she’s made or boxes she 
can check off.

“It is impossible for us to accomplish 
everything,” Vann said. “It’s impossible 
for us in one year to fix every single 
issue. So we’ve got an obligation, in 
my view, to do everything that we can 
for our students.”

Instead, Vann kept in mind 
that, although she may not have 
accomplished everything in her 
platform, she’s proud of what she 
was able to do — especially the 
initiatives she didn’t initially have 
on her radar.

Throughout her presidency, 
Vann helped lead a Redirect the 
Rage rally for women’s healthcare 
after the overturn of Roe v. Wade, 
hosted the the first annual UNC 
Student Voting Day and helped 
organize the dedication of the 
James Lewis Cates Jr. Memorial.

Success through a support system

Ja i l y n  N e v i l l e ,  e x e c u t i v e 
manager  of  the off ice  of  the 
student  body president ,  said 
she didn’t want a role in student 
government until she helped Vann 
with her campaign.

Neville said Vann’s ability to 
uplift others’ voices is the perfect 
example of why someone should be 
student body president.

“I just feel like we’re going to 
leave this space being able to add on 
to work we’ve already done, but feel 
relieved that we took the position 
seriously and that we made the 
most of it and supported students 
first and foremost,” Neville said.

N e i l  S h a r m a ,  c o - d i r e c t o r 
of  the Vann administrat ion’s 
department of academic affairs 
and professional development, 

sa id  working with Vann was 
especially comforting as a junior 
transfer student. 

“I personally was very much 
pleased with the support, with the 
guidance, with the sense of unity 
and team building that I witnessed 
while working with the Vann 
administration,” he said.

Va n n  s a i d  h e r  m o t h e r  i s 
someone who gave her important 
advice during the difficult times 
as student body president. Always 
do the right thing, especially if it’s 
hard, she said.

“I think in many ways I have 
sacrificed pieces of myself for 

this,” Vann said. “And while that 
is really hard at times, I’m still 
standing because of the people who 
weathered those storms with me.”

A t  t h e  B o a r d  o f  Tr u s t e e s 
meeting on March 22, the Board 
presented a resolution to thank 
and congratulate Vann for her 
dedication to the University and 
as an ex-officio member of the 
Board, where she served on the 
External Affairs and University 
Affairs committees.

The Board recognized her for 
her role in establishing the James 
Lewis Cates Jr. Memorial and for 
sharing feedback with the Board.

Future plans 

“I think that there are people 
who feel (that) to acknowledge 
what work is still to be done implies 
they have failed in some way. That’s 
not how I view it at all,” Vann said. 

Vann sa id  she  wishes  her 
administration could have addressed 
projects such as the sexual assault 
research hub and cultural spaces, 
but they were unable to because 
of the lengthy process of receiving 
approval and staffing.

“I recognize the challenges that 
existed but do feel really hopeful 
that, in the future, before I’m too 
far removed from my Carolina 
experience, we’ll be able to have 
those really critical needs met on 
our campus,” Vann said.

She also said she is currently 
advising the next student body 
president, Christopher Everett, 
on the responsibilities of the role 
and the anticipated criticism he 
might face.

“It is not a coincidence that we 
have had three Black student body 
presidents the last three years 
now, including Chris, and that 
the moment that those people got 
into that role, the messaging from 
some was, ‘They’re completely 
incompetent and incapable of 
doing the job,’” Vann said.

Vann said she wants Everett to 
know that he shouldn’t listen to 
that noise.

When Vann was a first-year 
student at UNC, she told Tamiya 
Troy, president of Black Student 
Movement from 2020-2021, that 
she wanted to be BSM president 
junior year, then student body 
president senior year. She has now 
accomplished those goals.

Vann also said she is UNC’s first 
BSM president to then become 
student body president.

“We are leaving this office with 
a campus that is that much more 
equipped to critically engage each 
other and ideas and to speak truth 
to power whenever they need to, 
whatever it is they feel they need 
to say,” Vann said.

Taliajah Vann is proud 
of work in the position, 

now advising Everett
By Jessica Walker

Staff Writer
university@dailytarheel.com

“It’s impossible for us in one year to fix every single 
issue. So we’ve got an obligation, in my view, to do 

everything that we can for our students.” 
Taliajah “Teddy” Vann

Student body president, 2022-2023

Twitter: @jesswaalk
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SPECIAL COLLECTIONS

Wilson acquires work of Roland L. Freeman

Over 50 years of photographs 
documenting Black life in the South 
and across America are now housed in 
Wilson Library’s  Special Collections. 

The Southern Folklife Collection 
at Wilson Library recently acquired 
the work of Roland L. Freeman, a 
prolific Black photographer who has 
spent his career documenting Black 
folk artistry, community traditions 
and public figures. 

“There are so many images in 
this collection that are nowhere 
else,” Glenn Hinson, a professor of 
folklore and longtime collaborator 
of Freeman’s, said. “Of all of the 
documentary work that’s been done 
with Black Southern communities, 
Roland captures something that, 
I would argue, no one else has 
captured nearly as fully.”  

T h e  c o l l e c t i o n ’ s  1 0 , 0 0 0 
photographic prints, along with 
slides, negatives, contact sheets 
and Freeman’s archival papers, 
will be available for research and 
viewing later this year.  

This work is a gift from the 
Kohler Foundation, an organization 
with a focus on art preservation and 
education. Steven Weiss, Wilson’s 

Southern Folklife Collection curator, 
said the foundation has started 
purchasing photograph collections 
like Freeman’s and placing them 
with institutions. 

The Southern Folklife Collection 
contains thousands of archival 
materials devoted to the American 
South, including music, art and 
cultural objects.

“One of the things that’s so 
important about this collection is 
that the photographs are really taken 
from a humanist perspective, which 
adds a lot of depth to the library’s 
holdings,” Weiss said.

Across the subjects he explored 
and continues to look at through his 
career, Hinson said that Freeman 
collaborated with the people and 

communities in his photographs 
to capture their lives in ways that 
they would be proud of.

Freeman saw worlds of creativity 
and resilience in traditions like 
creating quilts, cigar box fiddles, 
hand-carved walking sticks or 
homemade church hats, Hinson said.

“It’s the breadth of things that he’s 
arguing — if we’re going to look at 
portraits of Black Southern life, we 
have to look at all of these places of 
wonder and magnificence,” he said.

Freeman grew up in Baltimore, 
Maryland, where he was “fully 
engaged in the world of grassroots 
creativity and vitality,” Hinson 
said. Freeman’s career began in 
the 1960s while he worked to 
document and photograph the 
Civil Rights Movement. 

C a r l  K e n n e y,  a n  a d j u n c t 
journalism instructor and film 
producer, said the collection’s 
placement suggests Freeman’s 
trust in UNC and the University 
Libraries’ vital role in preserving 
Black history. 

“ I t ’s  r e a l l y  i m p o r t a n t  t o 
understand,  his tor ical ly  and 
culturally, what pictures mean to the 
Black community,” he said. “It’s a way 
of shifting the narrative about what 
it means to be Black in America.” 

Freeman’s photographs reshape 
and reimagine what life in America 
should be, and he anticipates using 
them in his future documentary 
work and research, Kenney added. 

Weiss said he is excited to see how 
historians, students, filmmakers 
and others use the materials in the 
collection now that they are in an 
active research environment. 

He sa id  the  g i f t  f rom the 
Kohler Foundation also includes a 
$20,000 grant, which will aid the 
University Libraries in digitizing 
and preserving the materials.

“It  opens  up a  new era  of 
discovery, within the Southern 
Folklife Collection, for people 
to  come and e xper ience  the 
materials, but also be able to have 
open access to them,” Weiss said. 
“Whether it’s in a formal or an 
informal way like an exhibit or an 
online exhibit.” 

The collection will be on view 
during the Recent Acquisitions 
Evening at the Wilson Special 
Collections Library on April 27. 

“It’s a unique perspective,” Weiss 
said. “And for the Southern Folklife 
Collection, it is a new perspective.”

Twitter: @emimaerz

Freeman’s photography 
documents Black folk 
life, influential figures

By Emi Maerz
Staff Writer

university@dailytarheel.com

PHOTO COURTESY OF ROLAND L. FREEMAN
Roland L. Freeman poses in a self-portrait in 2007. 

PHOTO COURTESY OF ROLAND L. FREEMAN
“Community Elders, Mississippi, July 1975” displays a group of five older 
Black men sitting in wooden chairs on the front porch of a wooden house. 

BOT member contributions favor conservative causes

Twitter: @hannahgracerose

DTH/KETAKI “SONALI” UPASANI
Members of the Board of Trustees listened as Mimi Chapman, chairperson of 
the Faculty, spoke in front of the board on Wednesday, 22. From left to right: 
Robert Bryan III, John Preyer and Perrin Jones.

a b o u t  $ 1 4 , 2 0 0  t o  M o o r e ’ s 
campaigns. He said the two are 
friends but that Moore has never 
contacted him to give opinions on 
issues going before the Board. 

“Not once has any pressure been put 
on me about any vote or any decision 
that has come before the Board,” Patel 
said. “I have not had anybody, whether 
it’s the House or the Senate, reach out 
and say, ‘Well, we think you should do 
this,’ or ‘We think we should do that.’”

Bol iek did not  respond to 
multiple requests for comment by 
the time of publication. 

Reality of political leanings

Kotis, who has also served on 
the BOG, said he does not view the 
BOT as partisan because any non-
unanimous votes do not typically split 
along party affiliation lines. 

Kotis has donated about $151,000 
to Republican or conservative 
campaigns and committees, and about 
$15,000 to Democratic ones.

He said many of the trustees are 
friendly with those who appointed 
them, but he echoed Patel’s idea that 
no one is “buying” his votes. 

“A s  a  l i b e r t a r i a n - l e a n i n g 
Republican, I don’t make all my 
decisions through that lens, and 

neither do my fellow trustees,” Kotis 
said. “It’s one part of who I am, but 
it’s not the only part of who I am.”

But Roger Perry, a UNC trustee 
from 2002-2009, said he has seen 
a difference in how the Board 
operates since he was a trustee in 
the early 2000s. 

“This Board of Trustees — you 
know, I’m not so much worried 
about their  partisanship as I 
am the fact that they’re getting 
outside their guardrails and trying 
to overly influence and usurp 
things that historically have been 
administered and handled at the 
faculty and at the administration 
level,” he said. 

In email responses to interview 
requests, several trustees, including 
Preyer, referred The Daily Tar Heel 
to the Coalition for Carolina, a 
nonpartisan nonprofit group that 
advocates against partisan interference 
in University governance. The trustees 
requested that the donations of the 
Coalition’s leadership and members 
also be explored in this story. 

Perry, one of the founders of the 
Coalition, said most of the steering 
committee members, including 
himself, are unaffiliated voters. The 
group isn’t political or partisan, he 
said, but more importantly, they do 
not have decision-making power at 
the University. 

“To try and compare the Board of 
Trustees to an organization that is 
dedicated to support the faculty at 
Carolina and the chancellor — I mean, 
those aren’t even apples and oranges,” 
Perry said. “Those are apples and 
elephants.”

Mimi Chapman, the current 
chairperson of the faculty and another 
founder of the Coalition for Carolina, 
declined to comment for this story.

Concerns over political involvement in 
new school

Most recently, the Board’s push to 
accelerate the creation of a School 
of Civic Life and Leadership, with 
the goal of “promoting democracy 
and serving to benefit society,” has 
prompted national controversy 
over civic  discourse and free 
expression in higher education. 

Patel said he did not feel like the 
resolution was an overreach because 
the Board did not tell the University 
specifics about the creation of the 
school. He said “the whos and the 
hows” were left up to the chancellor 
and the faculty.  

Kotis said the concept of “civic 
life and leadership” is to get people 
talking on both sides of an issue by 
exchanging ideas respectfully. 

In an interview with Fox & 
Fr iends  a f ter  the  reso lut ion 

Continued from Page 1

passed, Boliek said UNC lacks 
conservative professors.  And, 
recent ly -conduc ted  research 
s u g g e s t e d  t h a t  c o n s e r v a t i v e 
students self-censor themselves 
in classroom environments.

That same research reported that 
faculty — at UNC-CH and across 
the UNC System — are effective in 
promoting classroom dialogue. The 
report concluded that most respondents 
“perceived their instructors to encourage 

participation from students across the 
political spectrum.”

“If Carolina was not doing that, I’d 
be very disappointed,” Perry said. “But 
I think, clearly, it does do that. And it 
doesn’t need to be pushed and forced 
and shoehorned into a situation where 
you have to do artificial things and 
unusual things to try and address a 
problem that simply doesn’t exist.”



ART

Ackland to unveil calligraphy collection on Friday
The museum will 

display the hand-drawn 
works of Japanese artists 

By Brianna Atkinson
Senior Writer

university@dailytarheel.com

A museum in North Carolina 
holds the largest Asian art collection 
in the southeastern United States.

Not only is this museum in North 
Carolina, it can be found right on 
UNC’s campus. And this collection 
is set to become even larger soon. 

On Friday, the Ackland Art Museum 
will unveil its Lotus Moon and 
Nandina Staff exhibit. The collection 
features about 50 pieces from two 
Japanese artists prominent in the 19th 
and 20th centuries, Otagaki Rengetsu 
and Nakahara Nantenbo. 

Like the location, the exhibit itself 
is also unique. Morgan Pitelka, the 
chairperson of the Department of 
Asian and Middle Eastern Studies at 
UNC, said the collection will display 
a type of art that isn’t typically 
appreciated as much in Western 
culture — the art form of calligraphy. 

“All across East Asia, calligraphy 
is considered one of the highest art 
forms. It is just as prestigious as 
painting,” he said. “Whereas in the 
West, when you go to the British 
Museum or the MET, you’re very 
rarely going to see calligraphy 
e xhibi ted  a longs ide  Mone t ’s 
paintings or something like that.”

According to Peter Nisbet, 
Ackland’s deputy director for 
curatorial affairs, both Rengetsu 
and Nantenbo created tens of 
thousands of calligraphic pieces 
during a period of great social 
upheaval. They were also both 
Buddhists, with Rengetsu coming 

PHOTO COURTESY OF THE ACKLAND ART MUSEUM
The Ackland Art Museum will unveil its Lotus Moon and Nandina Staff exhibit Friday. Pictured Left to right: Ōtagaki 
Rengetsu’s Waka Poem: “The Blood ...”, Nakahara Nantenbō’s staff, with inscription: “Speak — Nantenbō ...”.

from a Buddhist nun background 
and Nantenbo being a Zen priest.

However, he said it isn’t these 
similarities that will be the highlight 
of the show, but rather their stark 
differences.

“One is a woman, the other’s 
a man. (Rengetsu) is known for 
small-scale works with poems 
rendered in a delicate script. 
Whereas Nantenbo is  known 
for really expressive, energetic 
brushwork often on a much larger 
scale,” Nisbet said.

The exhibit will take place in 
the large gallery where Ackland 
primarily displays Asian art and 
includes cal l igraphic scrol ls , 
ceramics and poetry in the waka 
verse form. Waka translates to 
“Japanese poem” in Japanese.

“The ceramics are by one of the 
artists, who is probably the most 
interesting woman artist in 19th 
century Japan, Otagaki Rengetsu,” 
Nisbet said. “Who not only was very 
prolific in writing poems on paper, 
but also inscribed inside some of 
these poems on her own ceramics. 
That is, I think, an unusual aspect 
that people may not expect.”

Most of the exhibit comes from 
a donation by UNC alumnus 
Ray Kass. Even after the exhibit 
concludes, the pieces will remain at 
Ackland — a decision Kass said he 
decided to make in the honor of his 
late friend and scholar of Japanese 
art, Stephen Addiss.

“I was so impressed with how the 
facility at the Ackland functioned 
in relation to the school,” Kass 
said. “The upstairs galleries that 
professors can ask for works of 
arts to be displayed for specific 
classes, for groups of students. It’s 
a very engaged museum with the 
university study community.”

Part of the planning for the 
exhibition was actually done by 
undergraduate and graduate students 
in the UNC Japanese History Lab. 
Megan McClory, Sylvie Hack and Jack 
Snyder, among others, helped fact-
check, matched the artifacts with their 
corresponding poems and even decided 
where some of the pieces would go. 

All three students said it was 
difficult to translate the calligraphy 
— even as students with Japanese 
language experience. Considering 
this, Hack said she recommends 
students to experience the exhibit as 
the art show that it is.

“I think students should come 
with an open mind to maybe not 

seek to understand necessarily what 
they see, but to enjoy it rather than 
trying to piece together what it could 
mean,” she said.

In addition to the exhibit, Ackland 
will also hold a one-day symposium 
on April 15. Scholars from around 
the world will come together to 
lead lectures on the poetic culture 
of waka, what calligraphy offers as 
art and its importance across Asia, 
the intersections of Buddhism and 
art and how art can function as a 
social product. 

Along with the symposium, 
Ackland is also hosting other events 
in relation to the exhibit. On April 
14, which coincides with the annual 

celebration of Arts Everywhere Day, 
visitors can hear local poets perform 
waka poems. And in the spirit of this 
year’s Arts Everywhere Day theme 
“YOU Are an Artist,” visitors can 
also write their own waka poems and 
share them at an open mic.

On April 15, the event continues 
at the Coker Arboretum, where 
participants can hang strips of their 
waka poems in the trees. 

Pitelka said there is something for 
everyone at the exhibit, symposium 
and poetry events. Like Hack, he said 
this can be enjoyed even without an 
art history background. 

Twitter: @batkinson2501

GENDER

Exhibitions celebrate Women’s History Month

DTH GRAPHIC/SONIA ZHU

University Libraries 
explore identity in 

displays across campus
By Mary Mungai

Staff Writer
university@dailytarheel.com

Throughout Women’s History 
Month, students and faculty members 
have had the opportunity to explore 
female experiences and intersectional 
identities across three separate 
University Libraries’ exhibitions. 

‘Climbing the Hill’

“Climbing the Hill,” one of the 
library exhibitions, was developed by 

students in HIST 179H, Women in 
the History of UNC-Chapel Hill. The 
project explores the history of women 
as students, enslaved laborers, lodging 
house and food service workers, faculty 
wives and other roles, Katherine Turk, 
associate professor of history and the 
teacher for the course, said. 

Turk guided the students in their 
creation of the project with the 
help of North Carolina Research 
and Instruction Librarian Sarah 
Carrier, Special Collections Exhibits 
Coordinator Rachel Reynolds and 
Humanities for the Public Good 
Graduate Fellow Lara Lookabaugh. 

Originally intended to be a physical 
exhibition in Wilson Library featuring 
historical artifacts accompanied by 

a walking tour throughout campus, 
“Climbing the Hill” explores the 
experiences of women on the UNC 
campus virtually due to the pandemic. 

Despite the disruption, Turk said 
the transition to a virtual tour had a 
silver lining: a permanent space on 
the internet. 

“There was a kind of comfort in 
the fact that those pieces will live 
forever,” she said. “If we had put 
up the exhibit, and I think it was 
supposed to stay up through the 
summer, but it would have been long 
gone years ago.”

Turk said students recognized the 
nuances of history where achievements 
can be celebrated and continuing 
inequalities can be recognized. 

“The students did not want to 
tell a triumphalist story,” Turk 
said. “I often feel that I have to 
teach against the assumption that 
history is a sort of forward march 
to progress, that things just kind 
of inevitably change for the better.”

Students can access the “Climbing 
the Hill” virtual tour online.

Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black 
Culture and History Library

In the Stone Center library, books 
focusing on womanism and Black 
feminism feature authors and activists 
such as Sojourner Truth, Angela Davis 
and Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie. 
These women focused on the lived 
experiences of Black women and how 
the intersection between race and 
gender shaped their lives as well as 
the oppression they faced. 

Layla Hunter and Anthony Dicks 
III created the book display. Alongside 
the exhibited books, a TV screen tells 
the stories of several important Black 
female activists, and a paper timeline 
of the womanist movement described 
its journey through the ages.  

The quote from Black feminist and 
poet Audre Lorde “If I didn’t define 
myself, I would be crunched into 
other people’s fantasies of me and 
eaten alive,” is the title of the exhibit.

A c c o r d i n g  t o  t h e  c e n t e r ’s 
description of the collection, as 
feminism failed to acknowledge the 
various struggles Black women faced 
in addition to misogyny, they created 
their own movement instead. 

Students can visit the book display 
in the Stone Center Library.

Music Library 

In the Music Library, female 
musicians and composers are in 
the spotlight. Twitter: @dailytarheel

Head of the Southern Folklife 
Collection and Interim Music 
Librarian Steven Weiss and Music 
Library Manager Margaret Neville 
selected a wide variety of female 
musicians and composers for their 
Women’s History Month display, 
focusing on diversity in identity, time 
period and geographic location.

“ I  d o n ’ t  k n o w  i f  i t  w a s 
necessarily conscious, but it really 
worked out that way,” Weiss said. 
“I would also add, I think, part of 
our effort is to show the diversity 
of the holdings here and what’s 
available as resources for students 
on campus.”

Additionally, Neville said she 
focused on female composers, 
especially Black female composers 
who have often been overlooked 
throughout history. 

In addition to addressing this 
intersectionality, Neville said the 
decision allowed displays from 
Black History Month to be paired 
with Women’s History Month.

“There’s definitely a gap of the 
knowledge of female composers 
and especially female African 
American composers as well ,” 
Neville said. “So we also kind 
of blended in our Black History 
Month display to Women’s History 
Month as well.”

A s  much as  d ivers i ty  and 
intersectionality remained a focus 
of this display, Weiss and Neville 
still included many musicians 
from North Carolina, such as Nina 
Simone and Elizabeth Cotten.

“Something we’ve tried to do as 
much as we can is trying to connect 
because so many of the students that 
attend UNC are from North Carolina, 
to connect them with musicians who 
are also from the state.”
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CELEBRATION

MSA kicks off Ramadan on campus with iftar

DTH/JEROME IBRAHIM
Noor Kazi, a UNC sophomore in the Islamic community, breaks her fast after sunset during Ramadan in her dorm 
room on Sunday, March 26.

As dusk fell on Murray Hall last 
Thursday, students gathered to 
celebrate Ramadan, a holy month for 
Muslims marked by deep spiritual 
reflection, prayer, community and 
fasting during daylight hours.

UNC Muslim Students Association 
(MSA) provided chicken and steak 
kebabs, salad, rice and pita to 
observing students for the first iftar of 
Ramadan — the fast-breaking meal.

A student called everyone to prayer, 
his voice prompting a sweeping silence 
across the crowd of roughly a hundred. 

“I don’t have any words at that 
moment,” Manaal Iqbal, MSA’s recently 
elected president, said at the event. “It’s 
just amazing how quiet everyone gets, 
and we’re all just here together.” 

Ramadan’s origins trace back to the 
seventh century when Muslims believe 
that the first few verses of the Quran, 
Islam’s sacred text, were revealed to the 
Prophet Muhammad. It is the ninth 
month of the Islamic calendar, which 
is structured around the lunar cycle. 

Fasting is one of the five pillars of 
Islam, joining prayer, the profession of 
faith, pilgrimage to Mecca and giving 
alms. Although fasting is considered 

mandatory, there are exceptions for 
young children, the elderly and those 
who are ill, menstruating or pregnant. 

Abdur Rahman, a business 
administration graduate student, 
said his Ramadan practice includes 
developing patience and empathy and 
working through struggles and stress.

“I personally think it’s the best 
month of the year,” he said, because 
it gives him the opportunity to reflect.

Community is also an important 
aspect of Ramadan. To Sidra Qayyum, 
the most recent president of the MSA, 
Ramadan is an opportunity to connect 
with Allah and the Muslim community.

“While it is a very individual self-
growth that you’re embarking on, it’s 
also very special because you’re around 
so many other Muslims,” she said.

In addition to providing a space 
for Muslim students to break the fast, 

socialize and celebrate, MSA’s iftars 
are open to everyone, which Iqbal said 
attracts those interested in fasting or 
learning more about Ramadan.

“It’s a very welcoming space,” 
Qayyum said, adding jokingly that 
the free food helps.

UNC junior Noor Kazi said she is 
appreciative of UNC clubs like MSA 
hosting events for Muslim students.
She said she would eat proper meals 

at home during Ramadan, but in 
college, she finds it more difficult. 

“For me, it’s sometimes hard to 
balance Islam with everything else, 
and I sometimes make school more 
of a priority,” Kazi said. “So I think 
during Ramadan, it’s really nice for me 
to reflect on my view of Islam and try 
to realign my goals with the religion.”

Sammy Chouffani, a medical 
student at UNC, is a member of MSA. 

“The reality of humanity is that 
this practice of Ramadan is very 
common,” Chouffani said. “And 25 
percent of the Earth is doing it, and 
so there’s nothing obscure about it. 
There’s nothing strange or extreme 
or odd about it, it is a human reality 
that we just don’t get exposed to 
much in the United States.”

Rahman, who is from Pakistan, 
said people there often finish 
work around 1 or 2 p.m. during 
Ramadan. He scheduled his classes 
for mornings, expecting to have less 
energy in the evening from fasting. 
UNC has an accommodations 
request form for students who 
can’t change schedules. 

MSA will host events and provide 
food for iftars throughout Ramadan, 
as well as nightly Ramadan prayers, 
known as Tarawih.

“It’s really nice having a nice Muslim 
community and having events like 
these going to prayer where you can 
see other Muslim students and really 
feeling that sense of community in a 
place like UNC,” Qayyum said.

The group is hosting 
fast-breaking meals 

throuhgout the month
By Lauren Fichten

Senior Writer

Twitter: @laurennfich | @arwen_helms

STEM

UNC computer science gender gap closing

The computer science department, 
typically a male-dominated field of 
study, has seen an increase in students 
identifying as non-binary and female 
over the past few years.

Roughly 30 percent of the 
graduating students in the computer 
science department are non-binary or 
female, compared to only 20 percent 
in 2015, according to Kris Jordan, 
a computer science professor, and 
director of the Computer Science 
Experience Labs. 

However, male UNC computer 
science students are twice as likely 
to have access to a second computer 
monitor to complete their assignments 
compared to female and non-binary 
students, according to a report by the 
CSXL and the University.

He said the disparity between 
resources is due to an opportunity gap. 

“That’s an example where there’s 
an unequal playing field outside of the 

classroom for doing classwork because 
no professors would work on a 13-inch 
monitor,” he said.  

The CSXL hosts a co-working space 
and community hub for UNC students.

Jordan said the addition of monitors 
into the CSXL initiative is one way to 
“level the playing field” and improve 
student success. 

He also said that many computer 
science programs make the incorrect 
assumption that all students have access 
to equipment used by professionals. 

“It’s just so different from, say, 
biology, where no student is expected 
to have a high-powered microscope in 
their dorm,” he said. 

Meghan Sun, co-president of Girls 
Who Code, an organization that 
teaches middle and high school girls to 
code, said that different majors within 
the computer science department 
were also united in the CSXL space 
with inclusion for female and non-
binary students.

She voiced the importance of 
creating a space of this inclusive nature. 

“I feel like you’re able to build more 
relationships and get to be exposed to 
more people’s perspectives,” she said.

Assistant Professor Danielle Szafir 
has been teaching at UNC for two 
years, and she said there is a larger 

sense of inclusion within the UNC 
community compared to her previous 
teaching locations. 

“We meet very regularly in large 
groups, most decisions impacting 
the entire program are made with 
the input and the consent of the full 
faculty,” she said.  

She also said working in a male-
dominated field often leads to women 
completing unwanted tasks, specifically 
serving on search committees as a 
diverse perspective.

“They said point blank, ‘we realized 
we didn’t have any women in our 
department who knew about this 
particular topic. So, we wanted you to 
help us out if you’re able and willing, 
because we need a more diverse 
perspective,’” Szafir said. 

Junior Sneha Jaikumar is a diversity, 
equity and inclusion ambassador within 
the computer science department and 
said she remembers feeling intimidated 
by the male-to-female ratio in her 
introductory classes.

“I’d feel more comfortable going 
after class to talk one-on-one with the 
professor than raising my hand during 
class or anything,” she said.

The computer  science DEI 
ambassadors regularly hold events 
for students to attend and connect 

with the community. Jaikumar 
said these events  are  largely 
student-led. 

“I think these DEI initiatives are 
helping to an extent, but I think we do 
have to improve our reach and get out 
to more people,” she said. 

As a piece of advice to students 
considering computer science as a 
major, Sun said while there is a sense 

of discomfort that comes along with 
unfamiliar experiences, it is important 
to embrace the change. 

“You’re not alone with your fears. 
Everyone does experience it, but just 
knowing the end result can be really 
rewarding,” she said. 

The department sees an 
increase in female and 
non-binary students

By Eilah Wood
Staff Writer

university@dailytarheel.com

Twitter: @dailytarheel

Biden visits Durham 
semiconductor maker

President Joe Biden kicked off 
his administration’s Investing in 
America tour by visiting Wolfspeed, 
a semiconductor manufacturer, 
on Tuesday. The company recently 
announced a $5 billion investment in a 
new Durham facility, which is expected 
to create nearly 2,000 new jobs. 

Biden, along with Vice President 
Kamala Harris, first lady Jill Biden 
and cabinet members are expected 
to travel to over 20 states to promote 
the administration’s agenda — which 

UNC football holds 2023 
Pro Day on campus

The North Carolina football 
team held their 2023 Pro Day at 
the Bill Koman Practice Complex 
on Monday, March 27. 

The event, which allows draft-

BRIEFS 
includes rebuilding infrastructure, 
lowering costs for facilities and 
increasing manufacturing. 

Durham Mayor Elaine O’Neal 
and Gov. Roy Cooper joined Biden 
at the event — which was the first 
stop in the tour.

	 	 				—	Preston	Fore

eligible players to work out in 
front of NFL scouts, saw five Tar 
Heels participate: Wide receivers 
Josh Downs and Antoine Green, 
offensive lineman Asim Richards, 
defensive lineman Ray Vohasek 
and jack Noah Taylor. 

The players ran drills in front of 
representatives from all 32 teams, 
with Downs in particular catching 
teams’ attention with  his clean, 
precise footwork running routes.

While the Pro Day focused 
on this year’s prospects, several 
scouts’ eyes were on sophomore 
UNC quarterback Drake Maye. 

Maye,  who threw for  Downs 
and Green on Monday, is widely 
regarded as a top-10 pick in next 
year’s NFL draft.

Taylor’s participation in the 
event on Monday was limited 
because he was recovering from 
an injury. 					

		 	 —	Adrian	Tillman

Chapel Hill doubles available 
public pickleball space

T he  Town of  C hapel  Hi l l 
announced they were expanding 
the amount of publicly available 
pickleball courts in the area from 

11 courts to 21 in a press release on 
Friday, March 24.

The release said the Town made 
this decision based on the results 
of the shared-use pickleball pilot 
program, through which space was 
shared between pickleball and tennis 
playing surfaces.  

“It is always our goal to add more 
recreation space in our community,” 
said Atuya Cornwell, the Town’s 
interim parks and recreation director, 
in the release. “We will continue 
to look for ways to do this in future 
budgeting processes, in addition to 
grants and other opportunities.  

	 												—	Guillermo	Molero
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The Frederick P. Brooks Jr. Computer Science Building, an addition to 
Sitterson Hall, is pictured on Monday, Jan. 30. 

and Arwen Helms
Staff Writer

university@dailytarheel.com
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‘Restless Anahita’ to exhibit in Hillsborough

The project centers on 
women’s clothing, daily 

lives in remote Iran
By Audrey Kashatus

Staff Writer
city@dailytarheel.com

Sia  Yazdanfar,  an  Iranian 
freelance photographer, will be 
exhibiting a new collection of 
photographs from his most recent 
journey back to Iran at Thomas 
Stevens Gallery in Hillsborough.

The exhibit, named “Restless 
Anahita,” will run from March 31 
through April 23 and is centered 
around women from remote corners 

The entire collection of images 
ranges from the mountains in the 
northwest corner of Iran all the way 
to the Persian Gulf.

Yazdanfar said photographing 
women in the remote places he traveled 
to was only possible after getting to 
know them, asking permission and 
respecting their customs. 

A couple of images in the exhibition 
are from a village named Chenesht. For 
the past 500 years, colorful and sparkly 
handmade clothing has been a part of 
the everyday attire of women living in 
the village, according to Yazdanfar.

Despite the elaborate outfits he 
saw, Yazdanfar said he was not usually 
allowed to photograph the women 
unless their face was not visible. 

Yazdanfar said his favorite place 
he visited was the island of Hormuz, 
which the locals call “Rainbow Island.”

“Not only are the women covered 
in this colorful garb from head to 
toe, but the entire island is like that,” 
he said. “The soil is blue, green, 
purple, red and orange, and so it 
matches the people there.”

Thomas Stevens, former mayor of 
Hillsborough, owns the Gallery and is 
a longtime friend of Yazdanfar.

Stevens said this will be the third 
time he has invited Yazdanfar to be a 
guest artist at his gallery. He said he is 
very excited for the exhibit and feels 
that “Restless Anahita” is a perfect fit.

“When we were talking about 
themes a year ago, he said one of the 
projects he was working on in Iran 
was photographing women in these 
wonderful, very colorful costumes 
and traditional garb,” Stevens said. 
“And I said that would just fit in with 
the gallery so well.”

Yazdanfar’s recent visit was funded in 
part by the Ella Fountain Pratt Emerging 
Artists Grant for Photography.

Margaret DeMott, director of artist 
services at the Durham Arts Council, 
said the grant came through the DAC 
to help Yazdanfar financially while 
traveling and to help propel his career.

“(The grant) can be directly 
involved with making art, but there’s 
also going to be part of that — the 
business of doing art — which really 
doesn’t get supported,” she said.

Stevens said artwork like Yazdanfar’s 
can help others learn about places of 
the world they are unfamiliar with 
and maybe even find commonalities 
between other realities and their own.

Yazdanfar said he is grateful to 
experience such a unique place and 
share it with others.

“Iran is a treasure trove of stories,” 
he said. “A country that’s got at least 
6,000 years of history has so many 
untold stories. So, I’m fortunate 
enough that I have a glimpse into 
some of these, and I’m trying to tell 
their stories and share them with a 
larger audience through my lens.”

Twitter: @audreykashatus7

U.S. HOUSE

Rookie U.S. Rep. has 
broken out on TikTok 
with policy explainers

PHOTO COURTESY OF IKE HAYMAN
Rep. Jeff Jackson (D-N.C. 14th) is sworn into the 118th Congress on Jan. 5.

By Ginny Dempster
Staff Writer

city@dailytarheel.com

Jeff Jackson (D-N.C. 14th) is a 
member of Congress, a member of 

the National Guard and a father of 
three. He’s also a TikTok star.

Jackson has about 1.4 million 
followers on the platform, where 
he posts informational videos 
about Congress and its function 
and current issues — including 
information about emergency Zoom 
calls and the traditional freshman 
Congress office lottery.

In an email statement, Jackson said 
trust in political leadership has never 
been lower, and that transparency is 
key to earning that trust.

“To me, it feels like part of the 
job of being a representative,” he 
said in the email. “If we believe in 
transparency, then social media is a 
tool for accomplishing that. I just see 
it as an extension of my job.”

Jackson had a strong media 
presence prior to his recent election, 
garnering over 500,000 views on 
his second-ever TikTok, a video that 
shows him addressing corruption as 
a state representative.

He used the platform, along with 
Instagram, YouTube and Twitter, 
as a tool in the race for North 
Carolina’s U.S. Senate seat and 
later the 14th District seat. Jackson 
promoted campaign initiatives 
such as 100 Counties in 100 Days 
— where he held 100 different 
town halls in 100 days — as well 
as his policies, such as expanding 
reproductive health care access and 
legalizing marijuana.

One of his recent videos, covering 
the Silicon Valley Bank failure, has 
over 26 million views on TikTok, as 
well as 6 million on Instagram and 
6,500 on YouTube.

Jackson is also continuing to expand 
his online presence by sending out blog 
updates to subscribers’ emails.

“He’s a very adept user of a medium 
that just not a lot of other people in 
politics are using regularly,” Daniel 
Kreiss, a professor in the UNC Hussman 
School of Journalism and Media, said. 

But Kreiss also said Jackson’s 
success can be attributed to his 
authentic presence online.

“People who have used social media 
really well in the political space tend 
to be people who are unscripted, who 
can appear as being authentic who can 
communicate in a way that doesn’t 
read like a press release,” Kreiss said.

Jackson is authentic both on- 
and off-camera,  according to 
Tyler Smith, who served as the 
co-captain of the UNC for Jeff 
Jackson campaign.

“It’s a testament to how effective 
he is as a speaker and as a good 
person,” Smith said.

Jackson went to high school in 
Chapel Hill and attended Emory 
University. He returned to North 
Carolina to attend UNC’s School of 
Law, and served as Gaston County 
Assistant District Attorney before 
becoming the second-youngest 
North Carolina state senator in 2014. 

In 2022, after an unsuccessful 
run in the Democratic primary for 
the North Carolina U.S. Senate seat, 
Jackson announced his candidacy 
for North Carolina’s new 14th 
Congressional district.

S a l l y  C u r m e ,  a  f o r m e r 
communications and finance intern 
on Jackson’s Senate campaign, said 
Jackson has a strong commitment to 
informing his constituents.

“He was willing to be there. He 
wanted to talk about everything 
from education to voters’ rights to 
gun control to LGBTQ+ rights and 
everything in between,” Curme said.

She said other politicians will start 
“taking a page out of his book,” and 
that his social media presence helps to 
connect with voters of all demographics.

“ I  th ink  he  i s  se tt ing  the 
framework for  the  future  of 
politics,” Curme said.

DTH/MATTHEW BREINER
Sia Yazdanfar, an Iranian photographer that is displaying an exhibit of his photographs at Thomas Stevens Gallery in 
Hillsborough, poses for a portrait on Sunday, March 26.

of the country. The photographs 
specifically feature traditional 
Iranian clothing and document the 
women’s daily lives.

Yazdanfar said the focus of the 
exhibit is to honor the women of 
Iran and pay homage to the country’s 
“mothers, sisters and daughters.”

While he was initially more 
focused on photographing buildings 
and the physical history of his 
country, Yazdanfar has become more 
comfortable telling others’ stories 
through photography.

“Putting the people in the context of 
the places is a lot more interesting in 
photographic storytelling,” Yazdanfar 
said. “Wherever I go, I try to seek out 
the people from that place.”

PHOTO COURTESY OF SIA YAZDANFAR
Yazdanfar said this photo titled, “Still I Rise,” depicts a woman wearing 
Bandari clothing, which is native to Iran’s southern coast.

Twitter: @dthcitystate

Jackson uses social media to connect to voters



GAMBLING

NC House bill would legalize sports betting

A bill to legalize sports wagering, 
H.B. 347, has garnered bipartisan 
support and passed its second 
reading in the North Carolina House 
of Representatives by a 66-45 vote. 
But, the large industry concerns 
some lawmakers.

The legislation, which would 
permit gambling corporations to run 
sports betting operations in the state, 
is now in the hands of the N.C. House 
Rules Committee.

N.C .  R e p .  Z a c k  Ha w k i n s 
(D-Durham) said the bill’s survival 
in the House is still uncertain.

H.B. 347 sets a 14 percent 
privilege tax on operators who 
facilitate sports betting. The funds 
would be allocated to services such 
as the North Carolina Department 
of Health and Human Services for 
gambling addiction rehabilitation 

as well as youth sports and collegiate 
athletic program funding. 

The current version of the bill 
annually allocates $2 million to 
the NCDHHS, $1 million annually 
to the North Carolina Division of 
Parks and Recreation to support 
youth sports  and potential ly 
$300,000 to each of the 10 public 
universities in the state to support 
their collegiate athletic programs 
— among allocations to other 
programs in the state. 

T h e  l i s t e d  u n i v e r s i t i e s  — 
Elizabeth City State University, 
Fayetteville State University, N.C. 
A&T, N.C. Central University, UNC 
Asheville, UNC Greensboro, UNC 
Pembroke,  UNC Wilmington, 
Western Carolina University and 
Winston-Salem State University — 
were chosen because their athletics 
budgets are not as large as other 
state-funded schools, Hawkins said.

N.C.  Rep.  Pricey Harrison 
(D-Guilford) said these measures are 
window dressing on a bad bill.

Hawkins, one of the sponsors of the 
bill, said the bill is a solution to legalize 
and benefit from what is already, 
unfortunately, going on “in the dark.”

He also said these opportunities 
exist around the country and can 
bring in revenue for the state and 
advance other programs.

He said many members of the 
legislature who are fundamentally 
opposed to gambling would not be able 
to be convinced to support the bill.

The newest  edit ion of  the 
American Psychiatric Association’s 
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual 
of Mental Disorders places gambling 
disorder in a new category of 
behavioral addictions similar to 
substance-related disorders.

“The so-called mental health Bible 
in our country is put together by 
scientists and recognizes gambling 
addiction as serious an addiction 
as opioids, heroin and cocaine,” Les 
Bernal, the national director of Stop 
Predatory Gambling, said.

Bernal, who testified against the 
bill, said this danger is compounded by 
a “blitz of advertising” that targets kids.

An increased normalization of 
gambling poses a risk to younger 
individuals who are more likely to be 
attracted to sports betting and online 
gambling, said Michelle L. Malkin, 
an assistant professor of criminal 

DTH PHOTO ILLUSTRATION/ASHLEY SANTILLAN
DTH Photo Illustration. A bill proposed in the N.C. House of Representatives 
would legalize sports betting for college and professional sports in the state.

justice at East Carolina University.
“The truth is, many individuals can 

gamble in a healthy way and a portion 
of individuals can’t,” Malkin said. 

Hawkins said he thinks concerns 
about the bill, including the argument 
that gambling may take away attention 
from the sports being gambled on 

themselves, do not “hold water.”
“ T h i s  j u s t  e n h a n c e s  t h a t 

experience and allows them to use 
their resources in the way they see 
fit,” Hawkins said. “And to do so 
responsibly in a safe environment.”

H.B. 347 has garnered 
bipartisan support but 

still faces concerns
By Olivia Gschwind

Staff Writer
city@dailytarheel.com

Twitter: @oliviagschwind

AGRICULTURE

1870 Farm seeks to educate Chapel Hill community

DTH/SAMUEL LONG
Animals roam a field at the 1870 Farm on Saturday, Feb. 11. 

The 1870 Farm, which has over 150 
years of history in Chapel Hill, is a place 
of education and community outreach.

The farm, located at 1224 Old Lystra 
Rd., was called Sparrow Farm before 
Amanda McKee and David Schwartz 
purchased it and renamed it.

The farm has a variety of animals, 
including rabbits, chickens, ducks, pigs, 
fainting goats, Nubian goats, sheep, 
donkeys and more.

Amanda McKee, who also works as 
a veterinarian, said the farm aims to 
educate the community.

She added that her personal 
responsibilities are primarily the health, 
safety and quality of life of the farm’s 
animals. She said she wants to ensure 
the animals have the preventative care 
they need and stay happy and healthy.

“If you look at our mission statement, 
it is to provide agra-education to 

our local community to help save 
small farms by alerting people or 
educating them on the value of the 
land as a farm as opposed to housing 
developments, shopping malls and 
that type of thing,” she said.

McKee said she, and others who 
emphasize agriculture as a part of their 

everyday lives, find it amazing that 
many children do not know where their 
food comes from or how it is produced. 

She described the summer camps 
the farm offers as “enriching,” as kids 
are outside and off electronics.

“They are interacting with animals, 
and animals teach us so much,” she 

said. “Interactions with people can be 
complicated. Interactions with animals 
— they’re very honest.”

Maddy Bell, a UNC sophomore, said 
she works as a feeder and instructor for 
the Kids Vet Club at the farm, which 
teaches children animal care. 

She said she started working at the 
summer camp with the KVC and then 
started working on the farm to further 
interact with animals during the year.

Bell said in addition to the time she 
spends with animals, she also enjoys 
the opportunity to teach children.

“It’s really rewarding to see them 
light up when you talk about one of 
your passions that they also like,” Bell 
said. “The kids that I teach usually want 
to be vets when they grow up or they 
just really love animals and to be able 
to foster that passion of theirs is fun.”

Madison Henderson, a student at 
N.C. State University who works with 
Bell as an instructor, said she started 
at the farm over the summer and has 
continued working with McKee and 
Bell throughout the year.

Henderson explained that she 
started revamping the Kids Vet Club’s 
curriculum in July 2022.She said she 
works to incorporate lessons on specific 

animals, veterinary ethics and Spanish 
in veterinary medicine, especially for 
the Junior Veterinarian Academy, 
another program on the farm.

“The really cool thing about 
veterinary medicine is there’s not one 
clear path,” she said. 

Henderson said at the end of her 
camp weeks, she likes to tell her 
students to do what makes them happy 
and seek their passions — an idea that 
she feels is often overlooked, especially 
within veterinary medicine.

She said she feels McKee really 
believes that her staff has the ability to 
inspire the next generation of aspiring 
veterinarians. 

McKee said she and her family have 
put their hearts and souls into making 
the farm an enriching environment 
that people want to visit. 

“I consider it a great privilege to be able 
to spend my life working with animals 
that I love and sharing that passion with 
the rest of the world,” she said.

Currently, visits to the farm are by 
appointment or a program only, but 
McKee said she intends to have open 
farm days when the weather improves.

Twitter: @carojean44

The owners aim to give 
resources on animals 

and veterinary medicine
By Caroline Dickey

Staff Writer
city@dailytarheel.com

Twitter:@eliza_benbow
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Residents required to vacate apartments on short notice

members attended each of the 
resource fairs, Hough said, but it 
was not as robust as they had hoped.

“Both times we were able to make 
connections with residents either 
to follow up on an application they 
may have submitted for emergency 
housing assistance, or in the case 
of one gentleman, connect him 
with someone who could help him 
conduct a housing search,” Libbie 
Hough, the community stability 
manager at the Orange County 
Housing Department, said.

Pres ident  of  RAM Charles 
Bulthuis said that, as of March, 46 
of the 74 units that RAM manages 
are non-paying. He said RAM is 
beginning to evict residents who 
have been behind on rent since it 
took over management in July.

RAM has vacated the lower 
units of the complex in order to 
start construction and offset the 
displacement, Bulthuis said RAM 
offered to move residents up to 

comparable units in other buildings 
on the property to live out the term 
of their lease, as well as partnered 
with the coalition of affordable 
housing organizations to provide 
relocation and payment assistance.

“What my company does is it 
looks for properties that are in 
this situation because then we 
want to buy these properties, we 
want to bring them up to market 
condition, and then we want to 
bring them up to market rent and 
currently University Gardens is 
neither up to par and condition or 
in market rent,” he said.

While Bulthuis said RAM has 
not raised anyone’s rent since 
taking over their units, he also said 
that after repairs to the property, 
he expects that rent prices will 
increase to reflect market prices.

At the end of 2021, residents of 
apartments on North Buchanan 
Blvd. in Durham — also owned 
by RAM — were given a similar 
30-day timeline to vacate their 
homes, raising attention from the 

Durham media and affordable 
housing organizations. 

According  to  T he  Ne ws  & 
Observer, these properties are 
b e i n g  s o l d  f o r  c u m u l at i v e l y 
$900,000 more than they were 
purchased for in December 2021.

According to the N.C. Housing 
Coalition, 606 families in Orange 
County faced an eviction filing in 
2022, which comprises 6.26 percent 
of the county’s cost-burdened renters.

Kathryn Sabbeth, a law professor at 
UNC, said non-payment is the most 
common reason that tenants face 
eviction, a problem that has only been 
exacerbated as a result of the pandemic.

“The problem in recent years, even 
pre-pandemic, is that the cost of 
housing was going up a lot faster than 
people’s incomes were going up and 
then, with the pandemic of course, 
people’s incomes, some of them went 
away all together,” she said.

North Carolina law dictates 
reasons that tenants can be evicted, 
which include claims that the 
tenant didn’t pay rent, breached 

the lease agreement, can be held 
responsible for criminal activity or 
is still living on the property after 
their lease has ended.

Tenants are given 10 days to 
respond to their landlord’s initial 
demand for rent, but if they have 
still not paid, Sabbeth said tenants 
and landlords must appear in 
court, and if one of them does not, 
the case is decided in favor of the 
other — a situation called “default.” 

She added that there is a very 
high rate of default for tenants. 
Many are  given short  not ice 
about their court date and are 
met with other challenges such as 
transportation or leave from work.

“My own view based on both 
empirical evidence and my own 
anecdotal  experience,  even if 
people know their rights, they also 
on some level are appropriately 
skeptical if the judges are going 
to respect those rights if they are 
there by themselves,” Sabbeth said.

Many of the people appearing 
in court do not know what their 

legal defenses are and are rarely 
briefed by judges or the court on 
what those defenses might be.

Eviction is an issue of racial and 
gender justice, Sabbeth added. She 
said that demographically, Black 
women with children are often the 
defendants involved in eviction cases.

“If there’s something that I would 
want people to know, it’s that eviction 
is very much a race- and gender-
specific phenomenon, which is not 
to say that it doesn’t affect lots of 
people, but that a lot of it is gendered 
and racialized,” she said.

“If there’s something 
that I would want 
people to know, it’s that 
eviction is very much a 
race- and gender-specific 
phenomenon.”
Kathryn Sabbeth
UNC law professor
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the anchor speaks to the wreck

you’d still be floating without me, wouldn’t you?
i was made the weighted one,

but you said
we were only seaworthy together,

so you took me with you,
but hid me in your bowels

whenever we sailed, buried me
in the waters at port. pretended i wasn’t drowning

when you dropped me. that oxygen knew
another way to cauterize the rift

of our teeth: let me tell you

i wanted to be left behind.
i was the reason you went down,

the last telegram before the lifeboats sailed free:
forget the scavengers, the algae. barnacle husks

clinging to clinging to husks.
were you trying to protect me from the seawater

or my own body? a song
travels faster underwater, but there’s nothing left

for you to hear. i’m still crying
into the pressure-cracked embrace of your hull. rust

echoing into rust into rust. can you need me now?
tell me you miss me.

tell me this was the only way
for me to let go:

we are saltwater all the way down.

By Megan Pramojaney
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Cooper establishes state violence prevention office

DTH FILE/SONALI UPASANI
The sign at the entrance of the Chapel Hill Police headquarters is pictured on Wednesday, March 8.

Gov. Roy Cooper issued an 
executive order on March 14 
announcing the establishment 
of a statewide Office of Violence 
Prevention. The office, which will 
operate within the North Carolina 
Department of Public Safety, will 
work to reduce violence and firearm 
misuse in North Carolina.

The new office will take a public 
health-oriented approach toward 
violence prevention and will work 
with other state agencies, including 
the North Carolina Department of 
Health and Human Services.

T his  new of f ice  i s  par t  o f 
Cooper ’s  wider  goal  to  l imit 
v iolence and promote publ ic 
safety. In the past, Cooper has 
promoted safe firearm storage 
and vetoed bills that would reduce 
background checks.

Dr. Elizabeth Tilson, the state 
health director and chief medical 
officer for the NCDHHS, said 
the move wil l  help to codify 
c o l l a b o r at i o n  b e tw e e n  s t a t e 
agencies on violence prevention.

“A really key piece of this office 
is we’ll be coordinating across 
other state agencies that are in the 
work having to do with violence 
prevention,” Tilson said.

When viewed through a public 
health lens, she said violence 
prevention can be tackled by 
understanding risk and protective 
factors, deploying interventions and 
spreading best practices widely.

Tilson said a public health approach 
can also address the underlying drivers 
of violence, such as poverty and a lack 
of stable housing options.

“It’s really trying to think about 
people, whole people, and what is 
the support that we can bring to 
communities to prevent violence in 
the first place?” she said.

Tilson said the NCDHHS has 
already been doing work on gun 

violence, including publishing a 
report in the fall of 2022. She said the 
new Office of Violence Prevention 
will enable the agency to continue 
and expand its efforts.

R o b e r t  Je n k i n s ,  a  s e n i o r 
implementation special is t  at 
the Frank Porter Graham Child 
Development Institute, said a state 
agency like the Office of Violence 
Prevention has the potential to 

make a large impact in addressing 
problems in the community.

He said state agencies can have 
this impact on reducing violence 
by linking research and proven 
strategies to local communities, 
providing technical training and 
supporting funding for programs 
and policies.

Jenkins said statewide violence 
prevention efforts also require 

proper resources and clear strategies 
at the local level to be effective.

“All violence occurs locally,” 
Jenkins said. “When I think about an 
Office of Violence Prevention or even 
larger efforts around legislatures or 
federal Congress or federal agencies, 
I always want to tie it back to, how 
will this lead to strategies and 
solutions that make a difference in 
local communities, because that’s 
where it’s happening.”

Within the UNC community, 
o n e  o f  t h o s e  s m a l l e r - s c a l e 
programs focused on violence 
prevention is Violence Prevention 
and Advocacy Services.  Sloan 
Thompson, a violence prevention 
coordinator at VPAS, said that 
while the organization is focused 
on  se xual  and  gender-based 
violence, there is a connection 
between the work VPAS does and 
firearm violence prevention.

“Preventing firearm violence will 
prevent a lot of the worst and most 
lethal outcomes of relationship 
violence,” Thompson said.

She said VPAS applauds the new 
executive order and that violence 
prevention is often overlooked 
in favor of law enforcement and 
violence reporting measures.

T h e  C h a p e l  H i l l  P o l i c e 
Depar tment  and the  Orange 
C o u n t y  S h e r i f f ’s  O f f i c e  a r e 
both unsure how they will  be 
collaborating with the Office of 
Violence Prevention in the future.

“We are looking forward to 
learning more about support and 
resources the Office of Violence 
Prevention will offer agencies such 
as ours,” Alex Carrasquillo, the Town 
of Chapel Hill’s community safety 
public information officer, said.

Experts hope its health-
oriented approach  

proves to be effective
By Sam Kornylak

Staff Writer
city@dailytarheel.com

“It’s really trying to think about people, whole people, and what is the support 
that we can bring to communities to prevent violence in the first place?” 

Dr. Elizabeth Tilson
State health director and chief medical officer for the NCDHHS

Twitter: @dthcitystate
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Saving Purple Bowl means 
saving Chapel Hill

COLUMN

Learning to handle stress 
during midterms, not cure it

If you follow the Chapel Hill Town 
Council email inbox, you may have 
noticed dozens and dozens of letters 
about saving The Purple Bowl, the 
beloved açaí joint on Franklin Street.

A new office, lab and retail 
space is possibly coming to 306 W. 
Franklin St., where The Purple Bowl 
is currently located.

It’s no secret that the Town of 
Chapel Hill wants more commercial 
development here, and there are 
good reasons for that: 
• It could take some of the tax 

burden off residents who now 
contribute a higher share of 
the town’s property taxes than 
neighboring communities. 

• It diversifies our economy. 
Economically healthy places 
have multiple industries that help 
mitigate shocks that come from 
economic cycles or, in the case of 
higher education, budget cuts. 

• It adds jobs in town, which 
reduces the vehicle miles so 
many of us travel to get to 
Research Triangle Park and 
beyond, and workers spend 
money here even if they do not 
live here.

The Purple Bowl predicament 
is a sign that we’ve reached the 
painful stage of economic growth. 
What could be good for our overall 
economic well-being could be hell 
for our local businesses that make 
this place feel like home.

For us, it’s places like Merritt’s 
Grill, Caffé Driade and Lantern. For 
you, it might be Sutton’s Drug Store, 
the Varsity Theater or Flyleaf Books. 

And they are all threatened. Maybe 
not today, maybe not tomorrow, but 
it could come at any time and in the 
blink of an eye.

The potential redevelopment of 
306 W. Franklin is a chance to try 
something different.

That’s because it’s a different 
situation. Usually, the Town is 
begging businesses to move here 
and has to provide them incentives 
to do so. In recent years, Wegmans, 
Well and Grubb Properties have all 
received financial incentives to locate 

or expand in Chapel Hill.   
But in this case, the developer 

Longfellow Real Estate Partners 
has  a lready bought  the  land 
where it wants to open a new lab. 
They want to invest here. That’s a 
seismic shift for Chapel Hill and a 
good sign (or a warning sign) that 
more investors and commercial 
developers will follow.

The building that houses The 
Purple Bowl and Chimney paid 
over $57,000 in taxes last year. 
Longfellow recently developed 
a lab in Durham that paid over 
$565,000 in taxes last year; the 
site paid less than $24,000 in taxes 
before it was developed. We believe 
the additional tax revenue would 
be greater in Chapel Hill given 
our higher land costs and a much-
needed way to diversify and build 
our tax base beyond residential.

We also believe that downtown 
and Chapel  Hil l  wil l  benefit 
from projects like labs. We want 
businesses that spin off from UNC 
to remain in Chapel Hill, not set 
up shop in RTP or Durham. We 
want our wonderful students to 
have viable careers and a thriving 
downtown available to them in 
Chapel Hill when they graduate, 
instead of having to move to Raleigh 
or Durham as so many do now. 

Many of the buildings downtown 
have reached or are reaching the 
end of their useful lives. Most of 
the buildings on the north side 
of the 100 E. Franklin block are 
100 years old and expensive to 
renovate, which means this is a 
conversation that’s going to come 
up time and time again.

As we’ve said repeatedly, we 
don’t want The Purple Bowl to 
go anywhere. It’s clear how much 
people love this funky local spot. 
(We do, too).

We’d like to see a solution that 
keeps The Purple Bowl in place or 
close by, and a new wet lab. That’s 
good for everyone in Chapel Hill.

– Melody Kramer and Stephen 
Whitlow, Triangle Blog Blog

DTH GRAPHIC/SHAMIL LUQMAN

By Spence Whitman
Columnist

I was wrong. 
Last semester, I wrote articles 

about how to live your best life. Past 
me would have said they were much 
deeper than that, but I have the 
hindsight to say they were basically 
my internal monologue combined 
with kitchen-table advice. 

I wrote about topics ranging 
from fostering a good relationship 
with roommates to how to take an 
“L” with grace to why the work week 
is basically the new weekend. At 
the time, they were applicable. But 
that was just for a specific, isolated 
period in my life. Had I known that 
things such as my surroundings 
and circumstances change, I would 
have made my statements a little 
bit more thought out. 

The work week (or the weekend, 
at that) hasn’t felt like the weekend 
since the semester started. 

This semester, I’ve taken an 
unbeknownst, astronomical amount 

of Ls. Pretty much nonstop and 
against my will. No matter what I 
do. I’ve been putting those tips and 
tricks from my article to the test. A 
little bit too much. 

For example, I am currently in my 
eighth week in a row of midterms. 
How this has happened, I have 
no clue. They just came one after 
another after another and I haven’t 
had the chance to exhale since 
January. I finish one midterm and 
I’m already behind on my next one.

A n d  o n  s o m e  o f  t h e s e ,  I 
d e d i c a t e d  a l l  m y  e n e r g y  t o 
studying and got the worst grades 
I have ever gotten on exams. I tried 
to work with my “L contract”: if I 
put my all into something, the 
outcome was out of my control. 
But there comes a point when 
things just become frustrating and 
it feels like that’s that. 

Constantly putting all of your 
effort into something and getting 
bad results feels bad. It really really 
sucks and feels bad and is bad and 
smells and tastes bad and leaves me 

wondering how to switch my major 
or move abroad. 

It wasn’t until Spring Break when 
I spent more than 24 hours without 
worrying about an assignment, that I 
realized I had completely lost myself 
in the midterms. I felt like a real 
person again and was determined to 
hold onto that newfound spunk.

So, my “let’s feel like a real person 
during the never-ending midterms 
season” began. I asked my friends 
what they do to feel like a real person 
when caught up in schoolwork. I got 
recommendations like “take a bath” 
and “try this flavor of ice cream” or 
“go somewhere that makes you feel 
small and insignificant.”

I  r e a l l y  t h o u g h t  t h e  “ g o 
somewhere that makes you feel small 
and insignificant” thing would work. 
I drove to Jordan Lake late at night 
and looked at the big body of water 
and the sky and how they combined 
to make a big dark blob. 

I  s a i d ,  “ m a k e  m e  f e e l 
insignificant please.”

Make me feel useless, which 
will, in turn, make my midterms 
feel useless, which means I won’t 
have bad grades.  

Do this, lake, and I will be useful 
and young and alive again.

And the lake said, “no.” 
Taking action is  always my 

go-to.  When I feel  a problem 
bubbling, I squash it before it 
breaches the surface. But when 
problems breach from all around 
like whack-a-mole, going on a 
walk won’t help. 

Yes, my advice last semester was 
applicable — to some people at 
certain times. But my “action first” 
attitude might be why I have so 
little training in coexisting with the 
stressors in my life. 

This week, I am going to be 
stressed during my midterms. 

Twitter: @dthopinion
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Steel and stone can’t replace what Black 
students bring to campus life

DTH/GRACE RICHARDS 
Sophomore DJ Chris Williams plays music in the Pit for “Pit Poppin Fridays,” a gathering of Black students on the 
sunny Friday morning of March 24, 2023.

By Imani Russell 
Editorial Board Member

Content Warning: This article 
contains mention of racially-
motivated violence.

Around noon on Feb. 24, I looked 
up from my computer to see a 
crowd of predominantly Black UNC 
students doing the cupid shuffle 
outside the Student Union. As I 
am obligated to do whenever I hear 
the “Cupid Shuffle,” I joined in. We 
danced, we sang. Every so often, 
though, I caught a glimpse of the 
James Lewis Cates Jr. memorial 
between the breaks in the crowd.

Cates, a Chapel Hill resident, was 
stabbed outside of the Union by 
the Storm Troopers, a Nazi-themed 
motorcycle gang, in November of 
1970. Officers at the scene did not 
let anyone move Cates’ bleeding body 
and, after finally being taken to the 
hospital, he died due to blood loss.

Through years of activism by 
various organizations – such as 
the Black Student Movement and 
the James Cates Remembrance 
Coalition – a collective of Cates’ 
family  members ,  community 
leaders, scholars, activists and 
students, the University installed 
a permanent memorial for Cates in 
the Pit late last year. 

While the memorial is a huge 
step forward in recognizing UNC’s 
racial history, it doesn’t replace the 
physical and emotional support that 
comes when Black students actually 
take up space together. The weekly 
recurrence of “Pit Poppin’ Fridays,” 
an informal event hosted midday 
with music playing and Black 
students convening, speaks to the 
value we place on togetherness.

On Nov. 21, 2020, the community 
marched in remembrance of Cates’ 

death that started at the Hargraves 
Community Center and ended at the 
Peace and Justice Plaza. On Nov. 
21, 2022, a ceremony was held on 
campus for the installment of Cates’ 
memorial. Community figures such 
as Cates’ cousin, Congressperson 
Valerie Foushee, and Student Body 
President Taliajah “Teddy” Vann 
spoke at the ceremony. The Voices of 
Praise Gospel Choir performed and 
then family members laid flowers by 
the memorial. 

This kind of gathering gives 
life to the steel and stone history, 
as ugly or beautiful as it is, that 
exists on campus, and it allows us 
to celebrate and mourn it together.

“The Pit became a huge place of 
trauma for me,” says Jadyn Jones, a 
former UNC student who learned 
about Cates from another student. 
She and other students started 
their own efforts to raise awareness 
on campus. They wanted to do a 
press conference, informational 
sessions and other events to garner 
attention. They also planned to 
install  demonstrations to tell 
the story of Cates’ murder. Jones 
mentioned an installation of a 
broom sweeping up red paint to 
represent Cates’ blood being swept 
from the bricks. While plans fell 
through,  the desire from the 
students was there.

“There were a bunch of people 
who were on board and were 
excited,” Jones says.

This speaks to the strength of the 
Black community on campus, and the 
long-standing tradition of Pit Poppin’ 
Fridays speaks to its continuation. 

A huge crowd came out for the 
last Pit Poppin’ Friday of Black 
Histor y  Month.  Black Greek 
organizations came to dance, Black 
student-owned businesses showed 
up selling their products and, for 
hours, Black footsteps trampled 
over bricks where Black blood had 
spilled so many years before.

Gathering doesn’t just provide 
emot ional  suppor t ,  but  a l so 

material support for students. 
I talked to Nicholas Fantauzzi, 
co-founder of the Black-centered 
fashion club Xpressions, at Pit 
Poppin’ Friday about the club 
being a place for Black students 
to network. 

A s  Xpress ions  has  grown, 
Fantauzzi attributes a lot of its 
success to the hard work of other 
students and organizations. He 
mentioned collaborations with 
BSM, the Organization For African 
Students’ Interests And Solidarity 
and One Africa.

“When I talk about Xpressions, it’s 
not an ‘I’ thing,” Fantauzzi says.

Whether the end result  is 
reconciling, networking or just 
fun, it is during these gatherings 
that knowledge is shared among 
the community, and with that 
knowledge, comes power.

When I saw and read Cates’ 
memorial plaque for the first time, 
I felt alone. I had to discover that 
painful history by myself. The 
reason we have these physical 
reminders is to connect what 
happened in the past to what is 
happening right now. 

You can still  join the Black 
Greek organizations honored in 
The National Pan-Hellenic Council 
Legacy Plaza on South Campus. 
People still fight for the victims of 
police brutality, written in stone on 
the second floor of the Union. 

Without these elements of 
connec t ion  across  t ime  and 
space, these memories feel empty. 
Honoring Cates does not and should 
not stop at the memorial. Every year, 
on November 21, is an opportunity 
for the community to gather, mourn 
and remember together.

Twitter: @dthopinion

COLUMN

Let’s talk spring fashion – and how to make it your own

DTH/SARA JOHNSON
UNC sophomore Jaziah Planter shows off her pink sunglasses and outfit in 
Coker Arboretum on Friday, March 20, 2023.

By Grace Gao 
Editorial Board Member

Everything “dad” is suddenly 
cool— dad jeans, hats, shoes, etc. Is 
dorky the new sexy? 

Vogue says “perfectly imperfect,”  
the “new neoclassical,” “bold color 
bottoms” and “modern boho” are 
among their spring 2023 trend 
picks. However, balancing the 
latest trends and your timeless 
individuality can make it difficult 
to find your own personal style. 

In this new season, everything 
has a fresh look; even the Oscars 
carpe t  changed f rom red  to 
champagne. As you swap out your 
winter wardrobe for something 
lighter, here are some insights to 
help you cultivate your spring style.

Don’t let trends control your style

Trends are what is popular at a 
particular time, while style is timeless. 
Being independent of trends and 
discovering that “me” look is a journey 
of understanding yourself.

UNC senior  Brandy Abreu 
masters her style by prioritizing what 
she likes rather than what others like. 

“In my first year, I felt a lot of 
pressure to dress like everyone else 
rather than how I truly liked,” Abreu 
said. “During the pandemic, I was able 
to get away from that mindset and 
finally get to know myself. It has been a 
journey getting to my current comfort 
level in what I wear and enjoy.”

A unique piece of her style is 
a pair of Charles & Keith x both 
platform loafers, which speaks to 
how she looks at the world.

“They are interesting-looking 
shoes,” she said. “But I like them 
because, when I first saw them, 

they made me feel curious, which 
is how I try to approach a lot of 
new situations.”

Let go of the norms and be who 
you are

Adolfo Alvarez,  a first-year 
s tudent ,  defines  his  s ty le  as 
something that changes daily. He 
explained that colors are crucial 
to  reflect ing his  personal i ty. 
Although he sees style as a self-
expression tool, Alvarez shared 
many challenges he encounters as 
a part of the LGBTQ+ community.

“It makes (queer) people feel 
uncomfortable because societies 
aren’t ready for those standards,” he 
said, reflecting on his experiences 
wearing a crop top. “If you wear 
it, other people either look at you 
as really bad or see you as a hero 
for wearing whatever you want. 

It shouldn’t be like that. Society 
should normalize the non-normative 
clothing worn by queer people.”

Your style is your happiness

Finding your style is the decision 
between choosing your happiness 
and others’ acceptance of what 
you wear. Psychologist Karen Pine 
shared in USA Today that a good 
outfit can boost dopamine in the 
brain and, often, happiness.

Alvarez said it took him a long 
time to find joy in his style. Before 
college, he wasn’t free to explore 
that part of himself. Now, he has 
the freedom to express himself and 
make his own financial decisions 
on clothing. 

“ I  don’ t  rea l l y  care  about 
gendered clothes,” he said. “I have 
a lot of pants and sweaters that are 
trendy for women. And that took 

me a lot of courage to be able to 
go to a store, be in the women’s 
section and manage the style that 
portrays me. Sometimes you have 
to ignore what society expects 
from you and make sure you enjoy 
what you are wearing.”

Be stylish and sustainable on a budget 

Fast fashion is not uncommon 
in the retail industry. It’s how 
new styles come into fashion, 
ship quickly but quickly fade out 
of popularity, producing a lot of 
industrial and individual waste.

Abreu shared her shopping 
philosophy which can help address 
this issue.

 “ I  t h i n k  o f  q u a l i t y  o v e r 
quantity, which goes in hand with 
practicality,” she explained. “I 
am willing to spend a little extra 
money on one piece I really like if 
I know it will last long.” 

“It’s hard to avoid fast fashion 
because sustainable clothing can 
be really expensive,” Alvarez added. 
“But I’ve relied on thrifting a lot. I 
think they have a positive impact 
on sustainability. And when you 
buy second-hand stuff, you can also 
reflect on other people’s styles.” 

Tell your story through clothing
Beyond shedding light on our 

personalities, style can tell our stories.
Onyinyechukwu Mazi, a junior 

from Nigeria, shared that “on special 
occasions, you will see me wear 
traditional Nigerian clothes such as 
Ankara and Laces,” she said. “I feel 
the prettiest when I’m dressed up in 
Nigerian clothing.” 

Mazi also makes many of her 
own clothes.

 “I learned how to sew at a pretty 
young age, like 10,” she said. “My 

mom is the main one that sews in the 
house, though, so some of the stuff I 
wear is made by my mom.” 

Abreu also wears a few consistent 
things that represent her identity.

 “I hold a lot of sentimental 
value to the jewelry I  own. I 
have a bangle bracelet that was 
gifted to me when I was a child, 
which I think a lot of Hispanic 
kids get in their childhood. It is 
simple but elegant, which is how 
I hope to hold myself in terms of 
confidence,” she said.

N o  m a tt e r  h o w  y o u  s t y l e 
yourself, fashion is an ongoing 
journey of  self-discovery and 
something to be enjoyed. This 
spring, let style be your strength.

Twitter: @dthopinion

EDITOR’S NOTE: Columns, cartoons 
and letters do not necessarily 
represent the opinions of The Daily 
Tar Heel or its staff.  Editorials reflect 
the opinions of The Daily Tar Heel 
editorial board, which comprises 
20 board members, the opinion 
assistant editor and editor and the 
editor-in-chief.

SPEAK OUT
Interested in writing a letter 
to the editor or submitting an 
op-ed?
• Students: Include your year, 

major and phone number. 
• Faculty/staff: Include your 

department and phone number. 
• Edit: The DTH edits for space, 

clarity, accuracy and vulgarity. 
Limit submissions to 500 words. 

Email: opinion@dailytarheel.com
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                    Deadlines
Line Ads: 11a.m., the day prior to publication

Display Classified Ads:  3p.m., two days
prior to publication

To place a Line Classified Ad, go to www.dailytarheel.com/classifieds or Call 919-962-0252 DTH office is open Mon-Fri 9:00am-5:00pm

Line Classified Ad Rates
Private Party (Non-Profit)
25 Words ....... $20.00/week
Extra words ..25¢/word/day

Commercial (For-Profit) 
25 Words ....... $42.50/week
Extra words ...25¢/word/day

EXTRAS:  Box: $1/day •  Bold: $3/day
DTHMarketplace

© 2015 The Mepham Group.  
All rights reserved.

To get the advantage, check the day's rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most challenging.

Aries (March 21-April 
19)
Today is a 7 — 
Complications could require 
adaptation. Make repairs or 
upgrades. Love and family 
compensate for domestic 
shortcomings. Minimize risk 
or controversy. 

Taurus (April 20-May 
20)
Today is a 7 — 
Changes could impact 
communications. Make 
technical improvements. 
Delays could frustrate 
creative projects. Take time 
to process and digest the 
story. 

Gemini (May 21-June 
20)
Today is an 8 — Take 
advantage of a lucrative 
opportunity. Things may 
not go as planned. Clarify 
misunderstandings right 
away or it could get 
expensive. 

Cancer (June 21-July 
22)
Today is an 8 — An 
enticing opportunity 
calls to your personal 
core values. Don’t rely on 
luck. Patiently navigate 
miscommunications, 
mistakes or delays. 

LEo (July 23-Aug. 22)
Today is a 6 — Take it easy. 
Take quiet time to process 
recent events. Consider the 
big picture, and your part in 
it. Enjoy your cozy cocoon.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Today is a 7 — Share 
team support around a 
breakdown or change. 
You can see what doesn’t 
work. Adjust and make 
corrections.

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
Today is a 9 — A 
professional challenge 
requires adaptation. 
Provide excellent service 
and a flexible attitude. 
Reinforce foundational 
elements. Clarify 
misunderstandings.  

Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 
21)
Today is a 7 — Dive into 
a fascinating subject. 
Expect travel delays. 
Delays, challenges or 
miscommunications 
could frustrate. 
Monitor conditions and 
adapt. Studies reveal 
unconsidered potential. 
Patiently investigate.

Sagittarius (NOV. 22-
DEC.21)
Today is a 7 — Love is 
your common binding 
thread. Patiently pull 
together in the face of 
misunderstandings or 
financial delays. Slow and 
steady does it. Consider 
unusual solutions.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 
19)
Today is an 8 — Work 
with a partner around 
unforeseen circumstances. 
Avoid automatic 
reactions. Consider 
shared commitments and 
consequences before 
speaking. 

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 
18).
Today is a 7 — Patiently 
navigate an obstacle to 
avoid accidents. Prioritize 
health and wellness despite 
challenges. Eat and rest 
well. Postpone sugar. 

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 
20)
Today is a 7 — Fun and 
romance could spark 
spontaneously. Beware 
of miscommunications or 
mixed signals. Clarify your 
views patiently. Abandon 
unrealistic expectations. 

HOROSCOPES If March 29th is Your 
Birthday...

Go for your heart’s desire this year. Guard regular space in your busy schedule 
for daydreaming, meditation and planning. Springtime epiphanies and 
accomplishments blossom. Reorienting for alternate summer income inspires 
collaborative autumn breakthroughs. Grow and save money together. Connect with 
your own passion.

To get the advantage, check the day’s rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most 
challenging.

Complete the 
grid so each row, 
column and 
3-by-3 box (in bold 
borders) contains 
every digit 1 to 9.

Across
1 “Do it for the ____” (social media 
catchphrase) 
5 Filmmaker’s rate 
8 Macs, for example 
11 Spiritual energy 
12 “Diet” alcohol 
14 Stride like a wolf 
16 He’s Not Here beverage 
17 “Understood!” 
18 Like a bad twin or look 
19 Hershey and Nestle ingredients 
22 Sooty remains 
25 Rowing team’s equipment 
26 Take the side of 
27 Technically the fourth state of matter 
29 Reason to go to CAPS, perhaps 
31 Dutch blossom 
32 As well 
33 Tough it out, like Disney’s Hercules 
40 Word after ‘glue’ or ‘staple’ 
41 With ‘the,’ Jim Morrison’s band 
43 Close the gap in a London game 
47 Place for a slam dunk 
48 The Dean Dome, for one 
49 Pouty expression 
51 Hawaiian garland 
52 Part of the wrapping from a gift 
from Purvelo?
56 Maryland art school, abbr. 
57 Get frisky in a shanty? 
58 Line of literature 
62 The world, to Atlas 
63 Adidas competitor 
64 Corn Belt state 
65 “Look at the bishop, understand?” 
66 Elton John’s title 
67 Like most February mornings

Down
1 Gossip about 
2 Deeply regret 
3 “You ___ My Sunshine” 
4 “Vivir Mi Vida” singer Anthony 
5 One of eight, in Davis Library 
6 Med Deli breads 
7 “Take the first ___” 
8 Rush a fraternity, say 
9 Spreads over beds 
10 Gothic tower-toppers 
13 Japan’s capital, from 
15 ...and no one ___ 
17 College b-ball league 
20 Effort, or the sound made when 
giving it 
21 Wells novel “___ of the Worlds 
22 Well suited for 
23 Slimy garden pest 
24 Video game with Master Chief 
28 Puppy’s command 
29 Rihanna’s musical cry for help 
30 Small child or small potato product 
32 It may contain coffee 
34 Piece of Sam-I-Am’s breakfast 
35 Like rent on the first of the month 
36 ‘Farewell,’ in Français 
37 Signal affirmation 
38 Fuel for early trains 
39 Creepy part of Pennsylvania 
42 Colombo, ___ Lanka 
43 Boston hockey team 
44 Save from a burning building 
45 “Should an event like this ever 
occur...” 
46 Indian lentil dish 
47 That new Tesla smell 
48 Bullets 
49 Welcoming Florida city, according 
to Will Smith 
50 Wilde or the Grouch 
53 Psychic’s ability 
54 Ergo 
55 Like a Homeric story 
59 British bathroom 
60 Member of the raptor family 
61 Teensy bit

“A puzzle 
without 

puff”
This week’s cross-

word was created by 
Liam Furlong. Liam 
is a UNC sophomore 

majoring in com-
parative literature 
and education. He 

is from Wilmington, 
Delaware.

                                Help Wanted                                Help WantedCHILD CARE WANTED

CAREGIVER COMPANION Want kind, sensitive, patient, part-time companion for my wife with 
Alzheimer’s. Very limited tasks – primary function is to be good company when possible and 
keep her safe always. Experience in social work or human services is helpful. Hours and rates 
negotiable. Contact grichman21@icloud.com

                                Help Wanted                                Help WantedCHILD CARE WANTED

$99 TUXEDO FOR FORMAL! Want kind, sensitive, patient, part-time companion for my wife 
with Alzheimer’s. Very limited tasks – primary function is to be good company when possible 
and keep her safe always. Experience in social work or human services is helpful. Hours and rates 
negotiable. Contact grichman21@icloud.com 

SPEND YOUR SUMMER OUTSIDE! Camp Cheerio, a residence camp for children, ages 7 - 15 is 
hiring for many Summer Positions.  We have paid Internships available, Leadership positions 
available, and other positions as Counselors, Climbing Staff, Aquatics Staff, and Riding Staff. Jobs 
are available for a Full Summer or 1/2 Summer.  View our Application online, https://campcheerio.
org/employment, or contact Kiran Orcutt, kiran@campcheerio.org.



We’re seeking people with diverse perspectives to serve 
on advisory boards and commissions that advise the Town 
Council on important local policy issues. 

Apply by April 1 to be considered in this 
round of recruitment.

What’s missing from  
this picture? You! 

townofchapelhill.org/boards
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Maher emerges as leader for North Carolina

DTH FILE/ASHLYN RHYNE
UNC graduate midfielder Connor Maher (31) runs with the ball during the men’s lacrosse game against High Point 
on Wednesday, March 22, at Dorrance Field. UNC beat High Point 16-9.

After dropping a game to Ohio 
State in mid-February, the North 
Carolina men’s lacrosse team came 
into practice the next week with 
some pent-up aggression.

Intensi ty  leve ls  not iceably 
shifted – guys were getting into 
each other, there was a lot of 
physical play, a lot of talking and an 
air of ramped up competitiveness.

That weekend, the team scored 
19 goals to defeat Syracuse.

Graduate defensive midfielder 
Connor Maher attributes this grit 
to the brotherhood that the team 
revels in.

“When you’re on that field, we’re 
all brothers,” Maher said. “That’s 
how brothers fight. So it’s not 
anger, it’s not hate. It’s love. And 
brothers fight out of love.”

The UNC lacrosse team has 

a simple but powerful mantra: 
“Family. Academics. Lacrosse.” 
As the only returning captain 
and one of the most senior players 
on the team, Maher serves as a 
model for success in each of those 
different respects.

A student in the UNC Kenan-
Flagler Master of Accounting 
Program,  Maher  has  earned 
se vera l  academic  honors .  In 
2022, he was named a Top-10 
UNC scholar athlete, and the ACC 
Men’s Lacrosse Scholar Athlete of 
the Year. 

Maher  has  a l ready  caused 
s e v e n  t u r n o v e r s  t h i s  s e a s o n 
and has scooped up 20 ground 
balls. Despite being a defensive 
midfielder, he has logged three 
goals and four assists over the 
team’s eight games thus far.

Last  season,  the Tar Heels 
graduated  three  out  o f  four 
captains ,  including s tandout 
attackman Chris Gray, who served 
captain for the last two years of his 
eligibility and led the team in both 
goals and assists.

Maher and Gray are not only 
best friends but also roommates, 

as both of them are finishing up 
graduate school in Chapel Hill. As 
someone who has been through 
it all before, Gray offers a helpful 
perspective when Maher needs 
someone to talk to — he comes to 
all the games that he is in town 
for and he and Maher often talk 
about practice and how the team 
is doing.

While Maher looks to Gray 
as a role model, he has his own 
leadership style with the team. 

“I think [Connor] learned a 
lot from Chris,” head coach Joe 
Breschi said. “Chris was more of 
a quiet leader and he led with his 
actions. When he spoke, you really 
heard him, but he was more of a 
quiet guy. He wasn’t a rah-rah 
motivator type guy like Connor 
has become.”

The relationship Maher shares 
with his old co-captain is mirrored 
in his relationship with the team’s 
current co-captains, including 
senior Alex Breschi.

The pair have been playing 
together since they were on the 
same club team as 10-year-olds. 
The two went their separate ways 

in high school, but played for 
traditionally big rival high schools 
in the Baltimore area: Maher 
played at Calvert Hall and Breschi 
played at Loyola Blakefield.

The players  a lso  remained 
close off the field — frequently 
v a c a t i o n i n g  i n  O c e a n  C i t y, 
Maryland and calling each other 
for advice — which has helped the 
duo form a bond that has shown 
up on the field throughout their 
collegiate careers. 

“Connor and I have been playing 
with each other for years now,” 
Alex Breschi said. “We’ve gone to 
the Final Four. We’ve had to make 
huge stops in big games. We’ve 
had struggles. We’ve had a lot of 
success. So when we have guys 
on the team that are struggling, 
we’ve been there before. To have 
a brother on the field like that on 
and off the field is really special.”

Even beyond lacrosse, Maher’s 
academic resume is impressive, 
which can be seen as a testament 
to his tenacity.

Last season he was recognized 
for his academic and athletic 
achievements by the Collegiate 
Sports Information Directors of 
America, who awarded him the 
Academic All-America honors. He 
was the only ACC men’s lacrosse 
player to earn this award.

“I’ve always been a big believer 
in the idea that the way you do 
some things is the way you do 
everything,” Maher said. “So, if 
you’re slacking in the classroom 
and not getting your work done, 
not meeting with your professors 
when you have to,  you’re not 
going to be able to do that stuff 
on the field.”

Alex  Breschi  was  quick  to 
mention Maher’s smarts, adding 
that they helped him as a leader 
since he could strategize and see 
plays through on the field.

Entering college, Alex Breschi 
was thrown into a new defensive 
position after primarily playing 
o f f e n s i v e  m i d f i e l d  i n  h i g h 
school. Though the change was 
confusing and daunting at times, 
Alex Breschi said Maher was an 
incredible teacher and mentor 
during his younger years.

“He helped build confidence 

that I didn’t have and he believed 
in me sometimes when I didn’t,” 
Alex Breschi said. “That helped 
me grow as a player and grow as a 
teammate and I’m forever thankful 
for that.”

Now, Alex Breschi and Maher 
are leaders of more than just one 
team. The duo coaches an eighth 
grade club team in Chapel Hill, 
Carolina Mavericks Lacrosse, 
started by the Tar Heels’ defensive 
coordinator Kevin Unterstein. 

“It’s crazy how fast it goes,” 
Alex Breschi said. “Connor and I 
still talk about the days we were 
playing club lacrosse together back 
in middle school, and now that we 
get to coach, it’s a surreal feeling. 
I would do it again in a heartbeat. 
I would trade places with one of 
the eighth graders and do it all 
again with Connor and the rest of 
the crew.”

But coaching middle schoolers 
is far different from captaining 
Division I,  college-aged men. 
Maher and Breschi try to find a 
healthy balance, teaching the kids 
they coach that lacrosse is just one 
piece of the puzzle. 

“There’s way more to life than 
being a lacrosse player,”  Alex 
Breschi said. “You could be the 
best lacrosse player in the world, 
but if you’re a jerk, then nobody’s 
going to like you. Being a good son, 
being a good brother, being a good 
student, being a good teammate, 
being a good man off the field is 
way more important than any 
goal or ground ball or even a good 
lacrosse player.”

There it is: Family. Academics. 
Lacrosse.  The men’s  lacrosse 
team’s mantra, right there in the 
words of one of its key players.

“When guys are down, he picks 
them up,” Joe Breschi said. “When 
they’re sky high, he keeps them 
going. When there’s things we 
need to change, he’s a sounding 
board for us. It’s a two-way street 
and I think that’s what makes it 
so special and his leadership so 
valuable to the team this year.”

Twitter: @evemaddock

By Eve Maddock
Senior Writer

sports@dailytarheel.com

The graduate midfielder 
strengthens character of 
the men’s lacrosse team 



Todd-Williams, Adams leave North Carolina
The two wings averaged 
32 and 17 minutes per 

game, respectively 
By Daniel Wei

Senior Writer
sports@dailytarheel.com

Twitter: @danielhwei

UNC looks to restock after starters’ departure
Transfers leave men’s 

team with six available 
scholarships for 2023-24
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Since the announcement that 
the UNC men’s basketball team 
would not accept its bid to the 
NIT, six Tar Heels have entered 
the transfer portal. 

North Carolina will have two 
veterans  re turning in  senior 
for ward Armando Bacot  and 
junior guard RJ Davis. The Tar 
Heels will also add two four-star 
recruits to the team next season 
— combo guard Simeon Wilcher 
and power forward Zayden High 
— as well as former Brown guard 
Paxson Wojcik, who committed to 
UNC on Monday.

With the departure of Puff 
Jo h n s o n ,  Ty l e r  N i c ke l ,  W i l l 
Shaver, Dontrez Styles, Justin 
McKoy and Caleb Love, UNC has 
six scholarship spots available for 
the upcoming season. Given the 
state of the current roster, head 
coach Hubert Davis will likely 
be looking to add an experienced 
wing player and other contributors 
to fill vacant roles. 

Here’s a look at where UNC’s 
depth chart stands as of now:

Guards

On Monday,  the Tar Heels ’ 
roster took a hit with the transfer 
announcement  of  L ove ,  who 
led the team in scoring this past 
season with 16.7 points per game.

A former f ive-star  recruit , 
Love will likely be remembered 

most for his postseason run in 
the 2022 NCAA Tournament — 
especially his 3-point shot over 
the outstretched arms of Mark 
Williams against Duke in the Final 
Four game. Love struggled with his 
shot selection this season, shooting 
under 30 percent from behind 
the arc while leading the team in 
3-point attempts with 244.

RJ Davis will have to step up in 
Love’s absence, and — assuming 
that they return for next season — 
Seth Trimble and D’Marco Dunn 
should also see more minutes. 
Wojcik, who shot 38 percent from 
deep at Brown last season, is likely 
to provide some shooting, while 
incoming guard Simeon Wilcher, 
scouted as a versatile finisher, 
will enter Chapel Hill expected to 
make an impact in the fall.

Wings

This past season, Johnson was 
often the Tar Heels’ go-to sixth man, 
earning more minutes off the bench 
than any other player. Johnson, who 
has two more years of eligibility 
remaining, averaged 4.1 points and 
2.7 rebounds per game and has 
already received interest from Big 
12 and SEC schools.

McKoy came to UNC from 
Virginia before the 2021-22 season. 
He averaged just over six minutes 
per game and appeared in 41 games 
as a Tar Heel, playing in just 11 
outings in the past season. Because 
of the pandemic, McKoy has one 
more year of eligibility and will be a 
graduate transfer. 

Nickel also entered the transfer 
portal and has received interest 
from multiple schools, such as 
South Carolina and Virginia Tech. 
The 6-foot-7 wing was touted for his 

3-point shooting abilities in high 
school but shot 6-for-27 from behind 
the arc at UNC.

Styles, a guard from Kinston, 
North Carolina, is most notable for 
his appearance in the 2022 NCAA 
Tournament as a first-year. Styles 
averaged 7.5 points and 4.5 rebounds 
against Marquette and Baylor, but he 
averaged just under six minutes per 
game this past season.

UNC is without any wings for 
this upcoming season, as graduate 
Leaky Black is out of eligibility, 
and the rest of North Carolina’s 
wings have transferred. Retooling 
this group should be a point of 
focus for Hubert Davis and his 
coaching staff as they scour the 
portal ahead of next season.

Frontcourt

Will Shaver, a redshirt first-
year from Alabama, spent most of 
last season rehabbing his foot and 
appeared in three games for a total 
of six minutes. 

UNC’s group of forwards should see 
the least change, as Bacot and Jalen 
Washington have confirmed that 
they are returning to the team next 
season. Without Pete Nance, who is 
out of eligibility, Washington and High 
should see some valuable minutes.

Washington, a former four-star 
forward, played sparingly in his first 
year behind Bacot and Nance but 
shined with a 13-point performance 
against Virginia. 

Bacot, the program’s all-time 
leading rebounder, will likely 
continue to anchor UNC’s offense 
from the post. The All-American 
center averaged 15.9 points and 10.4 
rebounds this past season.

BASKETBALL | TRANSFERS

DTH FILE/JEROME IBRAHIM
UNC junior forward and guard Puff Johnson (14) saves a ball from going 
out of bounds during the game against Virginia in the ACC Tournament 
Quarterfinals at Greensboro Coliseum on March 9, 2023. UNC fell to Virginia 
68-59.

DTH FILE/ LARA CROCHIK
UNC junior guard Caleb Love (2) dribbles the ball during the game against 
Boston College at the 2023 New York Life ACC Men’s Basketball Tournament 
on Wednesday, March 8, 2023, at the Greensboro Coliseum. UNC beat 
Boston College 85-61.

DTH FILE/JEROME IBRAHIM
Junior guard Kennedy Todd-Williams (3) goes for a lay-up in the UNC women’s basketball team’s game against 
Clemson University in the second round of ACC Championship in Greensboro, NC. UNC won 68-58.

By Hannah Smith
Staff Writer

sports@dailytarheel.com

Twitter: @smithhannahg

Just  a  week removed from 
the  Nor th  Carol ina  women’s 
basketball team’s 71-69 loss to 
Ohio State in the second round 
of the NCAA Tournament, junior 
guard Kennedy Todd-Williams 
and sophomore forward Destiny 
Adams announced their decision 
to enter the transfer portal.

To d d -W i l l i a m s ’  p e r i m e t e r 
defense and Adams’ physicality 
are key components the Tar Heels 
will look to replace next season. 
T he team wi l l  a lso  miss  the 
sharpshooting of redshirt senior 
guard Eva Hodgson, who used her 
final year of eligibility.

Whether it’s through her four 
incoming high school recruits or 
the transfer portal, head coach 
Courtney Banghart will be tasked 
with making some pivotal changes 
to the roster. 

Here’s a look at UNC’s current 
depth chart and what each player 
brings to the table:

Guards

North Carolina’s backcourt is 
its strength, which begins with 
junior guard Deja Kelly. The First 
Team All-ACC selection led the Tar 
Heels in scoring and playing time, 
averaging 16.5 points and 35.4 
minutes per game, respectively.

While Kelly’s veteran play is a 
cornerstone of Banghart’s system, 
first-year guards Paulina Paris 

and Kayla McPherson emerged 
as reliable ballhandlers midway 
through the season. Paris was 
usually the first guard off the 
bench when McPherson was 
injured, but McPherson saw more 
minutes in postseason play.

Paris is a consistent catch-and-shoot 
threat from the outside and boasts an 
impressive ability to finish through 
traffic with either of her hands. 

McPherson is a quality on-ball 
defender thanks to her athleticism 
and also demonstrated solid court 
vision and playmaking.

Incoming first-year Reniya Kelly 
is expected to round out UNC’s 

guard rotation. The four-star recruit 
was named the Alabama Gatorade 
Player of the Year and is touted 
for her midrange shooting ability, 
according to scout evaluations.

Wings

The loss of Todd-Williams and 
Adams leaves North Carolina’s 
wings as the unit with the most 
potential for change, but the Tar 
Heels will be boosted by the return 
of junior forward Alyssa Ustby. 
The First-Team All-ACC member 
was UNC’s most versatile player, 
leading the team in rebounds, 

steals and blocks despite missing 
five games.

The group could also receive 
contributions from incoming 
first-year forward Laila Hull, the 
recipient of the Indiana Gatorade 
Player of the Year award. 

Hull finished her prep career 
as the all-time leading scorer 
at Zionsville Community High 
School and ranks second in all-
time rebounding.

Frontcourt

Aside from Ustby, the Tar Heels 
lack a reliable post presence for 

isolation opportunities. Perhaps 
that’s where incoming first-year 
center Ciera Toomey comes in.

The five-star recruit out of Dunmore, 
Pennsylvania, stands at 6-foot-3 and is 
ranked No. 4 in her class. 

Although Toomey probably won’t 
start immediately, she is expected 
to make an impact in the paint on 
both ends of the floor. She has also 
showcased strong 3-point shooting 
— a rare asset for players of her size 
and position.

Junior Anya Poole will likely be 
North Carolina’s starting center, 
although she only averaged 21 
minutes per game last season. 
Poole’s veteran presence down 
low had an intangible impact 
on the Tar Heels’ composure in 
big moments, which is likely to 
continue next year.

Redshirt  f irst-year forward 
Teonni Key and junior forward 
Alexandra Zelaya have similar skill 
sets — particularly with midrange 
shooting — but Key played more 
last season and was an integral 
piece in UNC’s first-round win 
over St. John’s.

UNC’s frontcourt wraps up 
with incoming first-year forward 
RyLee Grays. The four-star recruit 
out of Houston stands at 6-foot-
3 and is described by scouts as an 
“intimidator on the block” due to 
her physicality. 

With a number of new faces 
primed to take on a larger role, 
Banghart will have plenty of time 
to shape her new rotation. But for 
a group that is also expected to be 
one of the most experienced teams 
in the country, the Tar Heels will 
look to firmly stake their place in 
the national spotlight.
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Vazquez reflects, celebrates two national titles

Junior Aranza Vazquez took a 
moment to shake off all the feelings 
that had been circling in her head. 

Confidence. 
Nerves. 
Excitement.
Surrounding her on all sides 

were the nation’s  best  divers 
and fellow Olympians — soon 
to be her competition as she 
took the platform in the NCAA 
C h a m p i o n s h i p ’s  o n e - m e t e r 
springboard event. 

She went on to perform the best 
she had all season, taking home 
the national title with a score of 
378.75, 18 points ahead of the 
runner-up diver. 

Ju s t  t h r e e  w e e k s  e a r l i e r, 
Vazquez was in disbelief over her 
triple crown-earning performance 
at the ACC Championship meet. 
Now, she surprised herself again 
by winning two national titles in 
a matter of 24 hours at the NCAA 
Division I Women’s Swimming 
and Diving Championship meet 
in Knoxville, Tenn. 

Vazquez described waiting for 
her name on the scoreboard after 
the one-meter dive as the longest 
15 seconds of her life.

“I started crying because I couldn’t 
believe it happened,” Vazquez said. 
“Last year was hard, so finally being 
able to perform the way that I used to 
made me so happy and I just cried.”

Soon after earning her first NCAA 
title, Vazquez took home another 
gold in the three-meter dive with 
a score of 385.80. 

Vazquez became the first UNC 
diver to win the title in the one-
meter springboard and the seventh 
individual female Tar Heel athlete 
to win a national championship. 
She is also only the second female 
UNC athlete to win multiple titles 
in any individual sport.

Vazquez is proud to be a part of 
UNC’s diving history, especially 
after overcoming her post-Olympic 
depression from last season. 

Once Vazquez returned from 
the 2020 Tokyo Olympics, she put 
pressure on herself to perform 
perfectly at every event. Because 
she’d reached such a high level of 
competition, she felt there was no 
room for error in her college meets. 

In order to reset herself, Vazquez 
went home to Mexico last summer 
and took a break from diving. She 
relied heavily on support from her 
teammates and head diving coach 
Yaidel Gamboa. 

“I really had to reconsider if I 
really wanted to do this and be a 
good diver,” Vazquez said.

One year and two NCAA titles 
later, Gamboa is hardly surprised 
with Vazquez’s recent success, 
referring to  her  as  “ the best 
competitor I have ever had.”

On March 20, Vazquez was 
named the College Swimming 
Coaches Association of America 
Division I Women’s Diver of the 
Year, and Gamboa was named the 
CSCAA Division I Women’s Diving 
Coach of the Year. 

While Gamboa is proud of what 
Vazquez has accomplished, the 
diver is also proud of her coach. 

Vazquez said that seeing Gamboa’s 
dreams coming true is “crazy,” 
especially considering that when 
Gamboa first came to the United 
States almost 11 years ago, he hardly 
spoke any English. Now, Gamboa has 
earned one of the highest coaching 
honors in collegiate diving. 

“When I started coaching, I 
thought about this moment and 
what it would be like to coach the 
best athletes in the world and be 
considered one of the best coaches 
around,” Gamboa said. “I love to 
teach my kids that we can all do this 
together. If we know what we want, 
we can lay out a plan and we can go 
after it no matter how long it takes.”

In addition to helping guide 
Vazquez to success, Gamboa also 
helped lead four other divers to the 
NCAA championship qualifiers — 
Anton Down-Jenkins, Emily Grund, 
Haley Marshall and Paige Burrell. 

Gamboa served as a grounding 
presence over the course of Vazquez’s 
events, reminding her that everyday is a 
set of new dives and a new competition 
to face. Vazquez said her teammates 
were her biggest fans all weekend, 
cheering her on after her dives and 
supporting her mentally. Vazquez also 

had the support of her family, who came 
from Mexico to watch her compete.

Senior diver Emily Grund, a 
close friend of Vazquez outside 
of the pool, was not surprised at 
Vazquez’s dominance at nationals 
after watching how hard she has 
worked all season. 

“She comes to the pool every 
single day, with a smile on her face, 
ready to work hard and push the 
limit,” Grund said. “She wants to 
learn better, harder dives and she 
does it with a smile on her face every 
single time. Even when she’s having 
a bad day, whether it be school or 
anything, she doesn’t bring it into 
the pool. It was absolutely amazing 
to see all of her hard work pay off.”

At the end of April, Vazquez 
plans to return home to Mexico 
with the aim of qualifying for 
the 2023 FINA World Aquatics 
C h a m p i o n s h i p s .  Va z q u e z  i s 
setting her goals high — she wants 
next year to be her best year of 
competition yet in preparation for 
the 2024 Olympics.

And if not for her perseverance 
over the past two years, through 
her Olympic depression and the 
intense pressure she put on herself, 
Vazquez may not be in this position.  

“It puts it into perspective,” 
Vazquez said. “Everything happens 
for a reason.” 

The victories follow the 
diver’s triple-crown ACC 

Championship win
By Maya Waid

Staff Writer
sports@dailytarheel.com

Twitter: @mayawaid

WOMEN’S LACROSSE

 Tar Heels beat Tigers in five-goal outing

When it rains, Marissa White pours. 
In Sunday’s rainy matchup between 

the No. 3 North Carolina and No. 22 
Clemson women’s lacrosse teams, the 
first-year attacker led UNC to a 17-8 
victory with five goals.

The downpour coincided with 
the start of the game, and the Tar 

Heels’ muddied white jerseys were 
illustrative of the bad field conditions 
and difficult footing at play. 

“You have to adjust what you’re 
doing, you have to adjust your 
footwork, you have to have some 
IQ,” head coach Jenny Levy said 
about playing in the rain.

White seemed comfortable.
She netted a hat trick within the 

first ten minutes of the game, and 
all three of those goals were assisted 
by the same teammate, redshirt 
sophomore Reilly Casey.  White’s 
other two goals came at the start of 
the third and fourth quarters and 
were assisted by junior attacker 
Caitlyn Wurzburger, who also 
recorded a hat trick.

Although only in her first year 
with the team, White has developed 
strong chemistry with Casey and 
Wurzburger this season. 

“I think that they trust Marissa. They 
trust feeding the ball to her,” Levy said. 
Casey and Wurzburger’s playmaking 
abilities have fueled UNC’s high-
powered offense this season.

With her three assists on Sunday, 
Casey has 27 on the season, putting 
her at 15th all-time in UNC history 

for single-season assists. Wurzburger 
– who also had three assists in 
Sunday’s game – is just three away 
from tying the seventh all-time 
career assists in school history.

White, who has now scored 24 goals 
in ten games, is quickly establishing 
herself as that duo’s favorite target.

“She’s a great kid, she’s a great 
finisher as well, and she doesn’t play 
like a freshman,” Wurzburger said 
about White. “She plays like a fifth-
year senior and I love her confidence.”

White wasn’t  the only one 
finishing, though. Eight different Tar 
Heels scored on Sunday, which is on 
par with the roster depth the team 
has displayed so far this year. UNC 
has had 19 different goal scorers this 
season, and 12 of those players have 
scored at least five goals.

T he  depth  i s  no  surpr i se 
considering that UNC’s roster is full 
of high-level players from top to 
bottom, but Levy said it takes work to 
pull off that level of bench production. 

“You want to be a multifaceted 
offense,” Levy said. “You want to be 
able to dodge from different areas 
of the field, you want to be able 
to play with dodgers if it’s a big, 

heavy dodge day. You also need to 
be able to feed the ball if they’re 
doubling early and be able to use 
that against them. It takes a while 
to get there.”

Besides adjusting to Sunday’s 
weather conditions, the Tar Heels 
also had to weather the storm against 
Clemson’s threatening offense. The 
Tigers scored two consecutive goals 
to end the first quarter, which threw 
off UNC’s momentum heading into 
the second. Clemson also scored 
three times in the final three minutes 
of the game.

In those moments, Wurzburger 
s a i d  t h e  t e a m  f o c u s e s  o n 
communicating with and trusting 
each other and the dynamic that 
they have built. That trust doesn’t 
stop with White. Mackenzie Rich 
and Kiley Mottice, two young 
attackers who come off the bench, 
both scored goals to put a stop to 
those Clemson runs.

“There’s trust in our system, 
in ourselves, and in the end, it 
worked out really well for us,” 
Wurzburger said.

Twitter: @evemaddock

First-year attacker 
Marissa White’s offense 

shined with hat trick 
By Eve Maddock

Senior Writer
sports@dailytarheel.com

DTH/OLIVIA PAUL
UNC first-year attacker Marissa White (21) runs down the field during the 
women’s lacrosse game against Clemson at Dorrance Field on Sunday, 
March 26, 2023. UNC beat Clemson 17-8.

MEN’S LACROSSE

UNC offense clicks for convincing win over Purdue

PHOTO COURTESY OF IRA WILDER
Aranza Vazquez sits on a diving board in Koury Natatorium on Monday, 
March 27. Vazquez is the first UNC diver to hold an NCAA title.

Tar Heels overcome 
grueling early schedule 

with a hot start
By Grace Nugent

Staff Writer
sports@dailytarheel.com

 Playing for the fourth time in nine 
days, the North Carolina men’s lacrosse 
team took on the final leg of the gauntlet 
on Saturday against Providence in a 
convincing 25-8 win.

“I think we’ve matured a little Twitter: @gracegnugent

bit, it’s been a long week,” head 
coach Joe Breschi said. 

The primary engine of North 
Carolina’s success on Saturday was its 
explosive offense, as the 25-goal outing 
matched the team’s season high.

In the Tar Heels’ three losses this 
season to Ohio State, Denver and Duke, 
offensive struggles dug the team into 
holes and forced the team to play from 
behind. UNC’s offense has responded 
well since then, netting 66 goals over 
the last three outings.

The Tar Heels scored early and 

often on Saturday, establishing 
dominance in the first period with six 
goals in the opening nine minutes. The 
offensive explosion carried into the 
second period, as the team carried a 
resounding 15-3 lead heading into the 
halftime break.

Graduate transfer and attackman 
Logan McGovern, who finished the 
game with a team-high five goals, 
noted that running in transition 
and sharing the ball was the key to 
unlocking the team’s attack.

Senior face-off man Andrew Tyeryar, 

who added a hat trick of his own, said 
that the defense also played a pivotal 
role in shutting down the Friars. 

The Tar Heels benefited from 
the lopsided score by playing every 
healthy player on the roster — giving 
some of the main contributors 
much-needed rest. The team will 
now have a 12-day hiatus, before 
taking on No. 3 Virginia, which will 
be spent regrouping physically and 
mentally with the hope of coming 
into the game refreshed.

For Tyeryar, a Falls Church, Virginia, 

native, a hometown affair is on the table 
when Virginia comes to Chapel Hill. 
But for the rest of the team, a different 
storyline is in play.

The upcoming bout against the 
Cavaliers will be a pivotal test for the 
Tar Heels to show where they stand on 
a national scale.

“We want to rebound off of last year’s 
ACC performance,” McGovern said. “So 
string a couple of wins together and 
really have a good year in the ACC.”  
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